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Abstract
In this master thesis, a system has been designed that is used to detect the perforation
holes on a film in a line-scanning film scanner. The film scanner is used to scan regular
film taken by high-speed cameras during tests of for example missile launches or vehicle
crash tests.

The system consists of a PLD that detects the perforation holes on the film using a signal
from a digital line-scanning CCD camera. A main issue has been to make the detection
procedure robust and independent of the different types of films encountered in real life
situations.

The result from the detection is used to generate control signals to the film speed
regulation mechanism inside the film scanner that then regulates the velocity of the film.
To make the detection and regulation more sensitive, a part-of-line precision has been
developed to calculate where, inside a line, the actual hole is positioned.

The system has been programmed in VHDL, synthesized, implemented and fitted into a
Xilinx Spartan (XCS10-3-PC84) Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The
implementation has been simulated but not in real hardware.
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1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the problem and what the thesis is all about.

1.1 Background
TrackEye is a software-system produced and marketed by the company Image
Systems. The system is used for advanced motion tracking analysis and has been on
the market for a number of years. The targeted environment is Windows NT and PC
workstations.
The system is capable of analysing complex motions in space and time and to present

it to a user in a more understandable and exact form where precision measurements
may be performed. It also uses sensitive calibrations to eliminate known errors to
make the analysis as accurate as possible. Customers for this system are mainly
military test-sites who need a tool to analyse, for example how a missile moves when
fired. It is also used by the car industry to analyse the results of car crash tests.
Since the events that are of interest takes place in a very short period of time, the

amount of data generated is very high in this period. In fact data is usually generated
so fast that ordinary computers have problems processing it in real-time. That is why
the data is usually gathered and stored, at least in the beginning, on some other media
rather then using a digital media directly. The media used are usually videotape or
high-speed film. Data stored in this way is later converted to digital format and used
in the analysis.
In the case of images being stored on a high-speed film, a film scanner makes the

conversion to digital medium. This device scans the film and converts it to digital
images that may be used in a computer system. Many scanners are available on the
market but many of them are very expensive. This is why Image Systems developed
their own scanner, sold as a part of the TrackEye system.
This scanner has been on the market for nearly eight years and hardware tends to

change rapidly. Components disappearing from the market are making the production
of new scanners tricky. To use new technology developed during the recent years and
to enhance the scanner functionality, Image Systems decided to make a revision of the
hardware in the scanner. This thesis handles one part of this revision and enhancement
of the scanner.
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1.2 The scanner
The scanner is what is known as a line scanner. This name is suitable because of its
scanning philosophy; it is scanning one line of the film at a time. A schematic picture
is found in Figure 1.

Figure 1 The left figure shows where the camera and film transport is positioned on the scanner. The right is an enlargement
of the area where the film is being scanned.

The actual scanning is made by a digital black and white CCD-camera mounted on
the scanner. The light source is a strong lamp located in the lamp-house on the
scanner that gets focused by fibre optics and then shines through the film. Light is
registered and saved to the CCD-array in the camera. Its intensity is later A/D-
converted and put on a data bus and sent to analysing hardware. The speed of the film
as it is passing the camera is controlled with a precision capstan.
The scanner generates vertical and horizontal synchronisation pulses from the film as

the frames are passing the camera. This is necessary since the receiver of the data
otherwise will be unable to detect where an image is starting and ending. It then
delivers the camera output along with the sync-pulses to an external framegrabber that
constructs the actual image.
Since the construction of the image is performed outside of the scanner, its main task

is to control the CCD-camera, i.e. setting exposures and determine when to grab a
new line. Additional tasks are to control the velocity of the film and to determine
when to send vertical syncs, i.e. when an old frame has ended and a new one is
starting.

1.3 Fundamental problem
It is very important in the image generating procedure to regulate the velocity of the
film. Without controlling this very accurately the vertical synchronisation cannot be
generated without errors and as a direct effect of this, the images become distorted.
This is caused by the camera grabbing to many or to few lines per frame. The
generated images will be either compressed or stretched in the direction of movement
if it happens.
To control the speed some kind of regulation is needed. A mechanical regulation is

too inaccurate (or too expensive to get the accuracy needed) for this purpose since the
tolerance on the mechanical parts are large compared to the sensitivity of the camera.
The camera grabs a line where the sensitivity is in the range of 6-10 µm, so there is a
need of finding another, more sensitive method.
The goal of speed regulation should in any case be to keep the number of lines

between the generated vertical syncs constant and to keep the image stable, i.e. not

Camera

Lamphouse

Film
Sprocket
wheel

Capstan
Filmgate
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floating between the grabbed frames. If we are able to achieve this, the quality of the
grabbed images will be optimal with respect to movement distortion.

1.4 Present solution
To determine the speed of the film the scanner must have some reference point on the
film that can be detected and from this determine the speed of the film. Since the
images themselves may be very different in nature, it is very hard to have an
algorithm that tries to detect the edges between them. It is however well defined on
different kinds of films where the perforation holes are positioned.
Because of the fact that the holes on both sides of the frames on the film are stable,

the scanner uses this information to control and measure the speed of the film. When a
new film is inserted, the scanner is calibrated for that type of film with its particular
distance between the perforation holes. The calibration thereby tells the scanner the
distances between the holes and where in the frames they are located. The scanner
then counts the lines between the holes and regulates the speed to make this counted
number of lines equal in all frames. Only one side of the perforation hole pair are used
in the regulation procedure.
The hole is detected using an analog output from the CCD-camera by comparing it to

a threshold (see Figure 2). The threshold is manually set and calibrated with a
potentiometer when the scanner leaves the factory. If it is above the threshold at a
predetermined time, there is a hole present.

Figure 2 This shows the analog output from the CCD-camera (the signal shows the intensity of the grabbed line) and how it’s
used to detect the hole. Since only one hole is used, the signal is only sampled once.

This way of detecting is a remnant from the old days when the cameras were purely
analog and the A/D-conversion and frame grabbing was performed externally on
special hardware.
Since the exposure that makes the picture good does not always have to be good for

detecting holes, the film is exposed twice to get an image to detect holes in. This
procedure is called double exposure.

1.5 Limitations
The drawback with this solution is that it uses a threshold that has to be manually pre-
set and fine-tuned. It also uses an analog signal from the camera, which in modern
cases are not present. Today’s cameras are purely discrete and the present solution
prevents the scanners from being upgraded with modern and faster cameras. Another
drawback of this method is that the detection is inaccurate and not very resistant to
noise. The present solution also requires a double exposure that makes the scanning
half as fast as it would be otherwise.

thresholdAnalog signal
from camera

picture

holehole

Time to sample
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1.6 Main goal
The main goal of this thesis is to make the detection of the holes based on the digital
output from the camera instead. This will allow the scanner to use modern and faster
cameras then the old scanner. These new cameras will also enhance the image quality
of the scanner since these have more modern CCD arrays with better SNR
Another goal is to make the detection more accurate. This will probably be possible

since it is easier to process digital data and write more complex and robust algorithms
to detect the holes with a precision that is not limited to whole lines but instead to
fractions of a line.

1.7 Demands
The goals and subjects that should be investigated set before this thesis began were
the ones listed in the chapters below.

1.7.1 Primary goal
Analyse and design an algorithm that handles the detection of holes based on a digital
output signal from a CCD-camera. Analog input should not be considered since these
cameras are disappearing from the market and all modern cameras have digital output
only.

1.7.2 Increase speed
Minimise the need of double exposure and thereby increase the scanning speed. It is
probably not possible to completely eliminate it but the goal should in any case be to
minimise the need of it.

1.7.3 Increase precision
Increasing the precision of the detection of the holes would enhance the performance
of the scanner. By increasing the detection to parts of lines instead of detection on a
line-basis the scanner would generate images of better quality than before.

1.7.4 Compatibility
It is preferred to make the system operational with the current system without too
many changes. This is to avoid unnecessary work like redesigning cards and change
software in the scanner.

1.7.5 Robustness
The system should be robust and be able to handle different kinds of noise present on
the scanned images. It should also handle many different types of films, for example
different ranges of transparency and colours without losing track of the holes.
It is acceptable to miss detection of some holes since there is a possibility that some

may have been damaged. The important thing is that the system fast gets back into
sync again. It is also acceptable that the sync-signal becomes inverted. The main goal
is to keep it stable.

1.7.6 Documentation
Document all work in a report (this document).
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1.7.7 Needed bits
Analyse how many bits from the camera that has to be considered to make a correct
detection. Also investigate the number of bits needed from the camera to make the
precision in the detection better.

1.7.8 Parts of line precision (subpixel-precision)
Analyse if a detection more accurate than one line is possible and if it is, develop an
algorithm to calculate this value. Also determine how large the error is in the resulting
answer.
Sometimes in the old scanner the size of the images varied with one line. This

phenomenon is caused by difficulties in measuring the differences in speed until the
image is one line too large (or small). If the precision is increased, the change in the
image will be detected in a more early stage and the difference with one line will be
eliminated.

1.7.9 Servo-control loop integration
Analyse whether or not it is a good idea to move the main speed regulation control-
loop from the main processor into the subsystem where the hole-detection is
positioned. This architecture would be appealing if a separate camera were designated
for hole-detection only.

1.7.10 Changeability
The implemented system should have the possibility of being changed without costing
too much effort. A suitable solution is to implement the algorithm in some sort of
software that could be changed without changing any hardware.

1.7.11 Construction and design
Specify all changes needed in the backplane to support the suggested implementation.

1.7.12 Development tools
Determine a suitable software system platform to develop and implement the
designed system on. Image Systems is mainly a software company and has only
limited resources available for hardware development.

1.7.13 Simulation
Simulate the system and verify its function. Simulation could be performed using for
example VHDL or C++.

1.7.14 Hardware
Make a physical implementation of the system. This is however not required since
practical issues usually take a long time. The physical construction could be carried
out after the completion of this thesis. It will be sufficient to show that the system
works in simulation.

1.7.15 Camera timing
The system should be able to cope with cameras running with at least a frequency (the
frequency of the data-rate of pixels leaving the camera) of 25 MHz. It should be
possible to upgrade the system to handle even faster cameras such as 40 MHz.
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1.7.16 Detection timing
The system should be able to make the decision if a hole is present or not before a
complete line is read.
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2 Scanner operation
This chapter describes how the scanner operates and its various parts in more detail.
Here is also a description of the signals sent to and received from the camera and the
signals passed on and generated to the external framegrabber.

2.1 System overview
A schematic figure of the architecture inside the scanner is shown in Figure 3. All
functional parts are placed on three different cards, the CPU-board, the CCD-
interface-board and the analog-board. The different processors are all placed on the
CPU-board and are connected together via a bus. A backplane connects the different
cards to each other.

Figure 3 Schematic picture of the various parts in the scanner and how they connect to each other.

The main processor is the central controlling device in the scanner and it controls the
camera by loading configuration data into the CCD-interface-board. Data loaded to
this board is, among others, the time to collect light to the CCD-array (three different
times when an RGB-camera is used) and when to start to expose a new line. To
control the speed on the film the main processor uses the Servo and Plutten CPUs.
These processors are the main interface to the mechanical parts and sensors in the
scanner. The following sections describe these boards and their functionality in more
detail.

2.2 The CPU board
The CPU board contains the processors that perform the more complex tasks in the
scanner. The processors and their tasks are described in more detail below. All
processors are Intel 8051 CPUs and are running at a clock frequency of 20 MHz.

I2C bus

CCD-interface
board

Analog-board

Main CPU Servo CPU Plutten CPU

Motor drive module

Scanner control

Camera

Sensors

Left servo motor

Capstan motor

Right servo motor

Load motor

Analog data

Scanner data
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2.2.1 Main CPU
The Main CPU controls the whole scanner and has a serial port interface to
communicate with the environment. This processor handles online reprogramming of
the E2PROMs that contains the program memory. It also handles the speed regulation
by receiving an interrupt each time a new line is started. This interrupt triggers the
processor to read data from the CCD interface board to check if there is a hole on that
line or not. It then controls the number of lines that should be between two holes
according to calibration and adjusts the speed through the Servo and Plutten
processors.

2.2.2 Servo CPU
The Servo CPU is connected to all sensors and servomotors in the scanner. It uses a
few PLDs to help perform its tasks. This processor is not part of the sensitive part of
the speed regulation, it only controls the speed of the more powerful main motors that
drives the large wheels that moves the rolls of film. For the sensitive parts of the
speed regulation there is a capstan wheel positioned right after the position where the
film is illuminated.

2.2.3 Plutten CPU
The Plutten CPU is the processor that with a very high precision controls the speed of
the precision capstan and thereby also the speed of the film in proximity to where the
film is being scanned. This processor is also controlled by the main processor, which
tells it to increase or decrease the speed, depending on the number of lines that are
found between the holes.

2.3 The analog board
This is the oldest part of the scanner and contains all analog devices in the scanner. In
the past, when all cameras were analog, the image was processed using this board.
One of its main tasks was shading correction that is something you do to compensate
for ununiform light distribution over the film. This phenomenon is typically
encountered with most lamps since they have more intensity in the middle and lower
in the edges. The problem is partly solved nowadays using fibre optics to smooth the
light. Instead of doing the smoothing in special hardware, it is a lot more convenient
to place the shading correction in the PC and compensate the digital data directly.
This is also the method the scanner uses nowadays.
To provide support for different supply voltages to different cameras, some drivers

are also positioned here. These drivers are obsolete nowadays since cameras usually
use standardised supply voltages and these are available in the main power module
that also resides in the scanner.
This board also contains a low-pass filter and a comparator. The comparator is used

to detect the hole on the analog signal from the camera and the filter is used to smooth
the signal from the camera before it is used in the hole-detection. Nowadays, only the
comparator and the LP-filter are still used. It would therefore be economical to get rid
of this card. The goal system being developed in this thesis aims at eliminating the
need of this card.
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2.4 The CCD-board
This card is the main interface to the CCD-camera and is also the main target of this
thesis. To control the camera the card is loaded with data by the main processor at
start-up. The data describes how the camera should be controlled to grab and transmit
a complete line. To do this, data is written to a cyclic FIFO memory, which feeds the
signals to the camera in a pace decided by the master clock. When reaching the end of
the FIFO, a full line has been transmitted from the camera and the FIFO starts the
procedure from the beginning. Which signals that are passed on to the camera and to
the external framegrabber are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 This figure shows all signals between the camera, scanner and the framegrabber in the PC.

The speed of data leaving the camera is controlled by sending a clock to the camera
instead of letting it generate it itself. This clock-signal is generated on the board and
determines the speed of incoming pixels. A problem with controlling the data-rate in
this way is that the newer cameras do not always handle a clock sent to them.
Generally they want to use an internal clock generated inside the camera itself. Using
the present implementation it is not possible to control these kinds of cameras.
Another task of this card is to determine if there is a hole present on the current line.

This is accomplished using the analog signal from the comparator on the analog-
board. This signal is feed into a PLD that contains a state-machine that makes the
decision whether or not a hole is present or not. The decision is then made available to
the main-processor via an interface to the main bus, which the PLD is connected to.

2.4.1 CCD-board operation
Using a PLD and a FIFO the CCD-board generates all necessary signals to the
camera. The generated master clock is used to clock the camera and thereby
determine the data-rate on the incoming pixels. The exposure determines the time to
expose the CCD-array inside the camera and linesync determines when to start
shifting out a new line. The linevalid signal from the camera indicates when the pixels
sent are on a valid line.
The pixel-clock from the camera is not used since the master clock generated on the

CCD-board is used instead. This clock is also sent to the framegrabber in the PC as
pixel-clock to indicate when the pixels are valid. Positive flank on hsync tells when a
new line is valid and positive flank on vsync tells when a new frame, or picture, is
starting.

CCD-board Camera

PC with framegrabber

linesync

exposure

master clock

pixel clock

linevalid

pixel data

hs
yn

c
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yn

c

pi
xe
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It also generates an interrupt for each line to the main processor that tells it to read
the result from the hole-detection. This result is later used to control the velocity of
the film.

2.4.2 Double exposure
Usually the exposure of a line is adjusted to make the picture of the frame as good as
possible. This, however, does not mean that the exposure is good for detecting the
hole. It might actually be a bad choice since the picture might be very dark which
gives a very bright hole using a high exposure. If this is the case and the film itself is
transparent it implies that the holes will hardly be visible at all. In this situation there
would be no sync-pulse and the film would drift and leave the frames distorted.
To solve this case, there is a feature called double exposure. Double exposure means

that the film is exposed two times, one to make the picture as good as possible and
one to make the holes show as good as possible. This, however, makes the scanning
speed slower, only half as fast, since every line has to be exposed and grabbed two
times.

2.5 The CCD-camera
The CCD-camera is the image-generating device in the scanner. It outputs the
intensity of the film as it passes the lens. The camera output is 8 bits/pixel that gives
256 different colours of grey (see Figure 5) on the scanned film.

Figure 5 The analog output from the CCD-camera with the digital output as comparison.

Since there is a fixed number of pixel-values the camera has a cut-off level that
indicates the maximum charge collected for a pixel to be completely white. This
implies that there are some parts of the film that should be “whiter than white” but the
camera is not able to show it. This behaviour is typical in the holes and especially if
the light source is strong. In this case the picture becomes overexposed and the value
shown in the hole is not the true value.

Analog
signal

Digital cutoff-
level

Hole

Film

Edge Edge
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The data-transfer from the camera is serial, i.e. the line grabbed by the camera are
shifted out one pixel at a time. To increase the transfer speed, some cameras have
multiple serial lines transmitting several pixels at the same time but on different
channels. The data-rate of the pixels is always determined by the pixel-strobe output
from the camera.
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3 Theory and definitions
This chapter presents important definitions together with theory of interest. The
theory discussed is mainly properties of holes and theory behind the parts-of-line
precision.

3.1 Properties of a hole
In order to develop an efficient algorithm that detects holes it is important to know
what a hole look like. The easiest way to do this is to examine data sent from the
camera when a film with perforation holes is passing. The old scanner could be used
to do this using the software in the TrackEye system. Data collected from the
scanning may then be analysed in more detail.

3.1.1 Pictures from scanner
The pictures below (Figure 6, a-j) have been generated using the scanner and they
show only the interesting part of a frame, the most right-hand part of the film where
the holes are positioned. Images are placed with the less exposed picture to the left
and gradually increasing. You might for example observe that the transparent film,
which has the shortest exposure, is underexposed since it is dark in the area where it
should be white. The white region on the dark film between the holes is a time-
marker, a typical disturbance often found in these situations.

a b c d e f g h i j
Figure 6 (a-j)These ten different pictures show the most interesting part (the right edge with holes) of a scanned film frame

with different exposures. a) to d), are from a dark film and e) to j) are from a transparent one. The image on the film
has been cut away and is not showing.

All pictures displayed are of a “kind” nature since there is a minimum of disturbances
between the holes. Often a wide variety of time-codes, time-markers and position-
codes (sometimes even encoded sound synced to the film) are positioned here to add
additional information to the film frames.

3.1.2 Diagrams
To compare the area of the hole to the area of the film and changes between these, the
raw data (i.e. the luminance of the pixels) from the images in Figure 6 are displayed
in diagrams instead. In this way, the characteristics are more easily shown. Since the
data set received from the camera is very large, it is easiest to show a mean-value
taken on a whole line instead of individual pixels (see Appendix C for more detailed
diagrams).

Hole
area

Film
area

Typical
disturbance
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Pixels are subject to noise and taking a mean reduces the noise sensitivity, which is
an advantage in an analysis.
The diagrams in Figure 7 show how the means vary when an edge between film and

hole is passing the camera. The diagrams show different exposures as separate lines
with lowest exposure closest to the viewer.

Figure 7 How the luminance of the film changes at an edge when exposure changes. The diagram to the left is from a dark film
and the right shows a transparent one.

Most obvious in the diagrams is the sharp edge on all lines between film and hole.
Even the transparent film has this edge but in this case it is doubled compared to the
dark film, a negative edge followed by the expected positive. The edge gets less and
less distinct as exposure is increased.
Another thing to be noticed is that the highest value, naturally are the values inside

the hole. On transparent films other values may be very high or as high but never
higher than the values in the hole.
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3.2 Noise
Although the image grabbed by the camera is pretty much noise-free (the only noise is
in the least significant bits and this noise has a minor significance to the detection),
the film itself contains a variety of noise sources. It may for example be dust stuck on
the film or just blocking the light when it was recorded. It might also be time-markers
and codes as described before. Making a correct detection requires the noise to be
properly distinguished from the real holes.
Fortunately most disturbances on the film or recorded onto the film has certain

properties. The edge is not very distinct but has instead a more smooth appearance.
This may be observed in Figure 8 where the difference between samples have been
calculated and displayed.

Figure 8 Characteristics for typical noise and for a typical hole. All used data are means calculated over whole lines.

Observing these diagrams shows that simply setting a threshold on the difference
between two samples may eliminate the false detection of most disturbances.

3.3 Conclusions
Studying and analysing both data received by the camera collected data discussed
above and general assumptions reveals certain properties of a hole. These properties
regarding film, edges and holes are summarised below. These properties only apply in
the area where the hole is positioned and to ideal holes.

1. A hole is always started and ended with a sharp edge.
2. A negative edge is always followed by a positive edge.
3. An edge between film and hole is always straight along one line, perpendicular to

the movement of the film.
4. Every pixel on the same line should have the same value. If this is not the case, it

is due to noise.
5. There are only two possible states, hole or film and these two states have constant

intensities in a limited time-interval.
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6. Inside a hole, pixels have their maximum value. No value anywhere on the film
may be larger than this value.

7. On a transparent film all edges between hole and film result in two edges, one
positive and one negative. It also gives them the same properties as a hole on dark
film except for the extra edge.

8. Noise has “blurry” edges. This distinguishes noise from real holes since it lacks
the sharp edges that characterise a real hole.

9. It becomes increasingly difficult to detect a hole if the exposure is increased.

The conclusions above are only valid when there are no noise, the camera scanning a
line perfectly perpendicular to the movement of the film, exposures are long enough
to generate images and that the film is not moving too fast, giving motion noise in the
edges of the holes.
A dedicated algorithm could, and should, use the information above to detect holes.

Definition of a hole will vary depending on which and how many of the above
conclusions that are used in the algorithm.

3.4 Subpixel definition
A real hole is discrete, either there is a hole present or there is not. However, looking
at diagrams of real hole-edge reveals that there is at least one line that has a “middle”
value, a grey value. This fact is illustrated in Figure 9.
Since the camera scans a line that is not truly 2-dimensional it will always get a pixel

that has one side on the film and one side in the hole (if you are not very lucky). Also,
since the film is moving, the line containing the edge gets a bit blurry out of motion
noise. This makes the real position of the edge of the hole always positioned “inside”
a line.

Figure 9 Shows how pixels look like when passing an edge between hole and film.
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Film movement
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To compensate for this, there is a possibility to use the value of grey and to try to
extract the exact position of the edge to make the detection more accurate. The
following definition could be made.
Definition: The subpixel-value is the value that indicates how many lines and parts of
lines behind the current line the edge was passed.
Example: If the subpixel value is 1.75 and the current line is 14 and is the first that
contains a hole, then the edge was positioned at line 14 - 1.75=12.25.

3.5 Calculating the subpixel value
To calculate the subpixel-value we first need to define where the edge is really placed.
The easiest way to do this is to define a threshold and say that everything below this
value is film, and everything above it, is hole. The next step is to make a linear
interpolation between the samples just before and after passing this threshold and
determine where this line intersects the threshold. The intersection of these two lines
is the “true” position of the edge (see Figure 10).

Figure 10 This figure shows how to interpolate the subpixel value.

Deriving the equation for the straight line between the two samples and the
intersection with the threshold results in the following equations.
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In these equations, x is the subpixel-value, yt is the threshold value and y1 and y2 are
the two pixel-values. As may easily be observed, the value derived is dependent on
the threshold value and will therefore change if the threshold is changed.
To make the calculated value correspond to the definition of the subpixel-value made

before, these calculations only applies when the edge is negative. If the edge is
positive, the defined subpixel value is calculated according to xt = 1 - x where x is the
calculated subpixel-value.
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4 Algorithms for detection
To properly detect holes, an algorithm has to be designed and to make the detection as
robust as possible, the developed algorithm should take as many of the properties
discussed in the previous chapter into account as possible. This chapter describes all
algorithms considered in this thesis.
There are sophisticated and complex methods already available to do this kind of

detection in images, for example FFT-analysis. The increased complexity of these
types of algorithms is not needed in this case where it is easy to detect without the
added complexity.

4.1 Calculating a mean
Since a hole always has an edge straight along one line, or at least should have in
theory, the obvious way to eliminate noise and in some sense discount for a skewed
camera is to calculate a mean of all pixels grabbed. Since every pixel on one line
should have the same value anyway, this causes no loss of data. Instead, it makes the
handling of the data easier since only one single value per line has to be considered.

4.2 Hole detection algorithms
Since calculating a mean of all pixels along a line makes all data processing much
more efficient and easier, without any real loss of information nor performance, it is
used in all of the described algorithms.

4.2.1 Single threshold

The easiest way to detect a hole is to have a single threshold defining the minimum
value of a pixel inside a hole. Since there should be only two values, film and hole,
and since the maximum value are inside a hole, this method should work as long as
the conditions are fulfilled. Since the values in the hole usually are the maximum
value this threshold is easy to set.
Unfortunately there are noise present and the film may be transparent and

overexposed. For such conditions the algorithm does not work since it would detect a
hole all the time, except at the darker edges on a transparent film.

4.2.2 Multiple thresholds

To eliminate the noise-dependency in the single threshold case, an additional low-
threshold could be introduced. This threshold defines the value of a pixel to be
classified as belonging to film and not hole. To detect a hole, the pixels have to be
above the high-threshold and to detect film; it has to be below the low-threshold.
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Hysteresis are hereby introduced and used to eliminate the noise, at least to some
extent.
This algorithm would work with transparent films if the lower threshold is set to a

suitable value and the difference between film and hole are not to close. The difficulty
however is to get a good value of the lower threshold since this value depends on the
film.

4.2.3 Mean value with maximum deviation

Thresholds could also be calculated during runtime and thus make all means
independent of the used film and exposure. The high threshold could initially start at
the maximum value and the low on zero, then adding and taking the mean of the
found pixel-value and the threshold closest to the pixel-value.
After a few frames the thresholds have converged to a good value that approximates

the values on the film and in a hole. Now, to filter out noise that has blurry edges,
only differences exceeding a certain value between the pixel received and the nearest
threshold are accounted for when signalling a change in value.
Although robust to noise and adaptive in the sense that it calculates its own

thresholds, this algorithm does not work in the case of highly exposed transparent
film, since the difference between threshold values in this cases becomes very small
or non existing. This causes the algorithm to miss the detection of holes on these types
of films.

4.2.4 Minimal derivative (edge detection)

Another approach is to try to detect the edges of the hole and not care so much for the
individual values of the pixels. The algorithm saves the last pixel received and
calculates the difference between that and the present pixel-value. If this difference is
larger than some predefined value, an edge is considered detected. If the edge is
positive there is a hole on the other side and if it is negative, there is a transition from
a hole to film.
Since most noise have blurry edges and the mean-value calculation makes most other

noises blurry, this method is very effective at detecting a hole.
However effective, it is not very precise. An edge may be detected over two or more

lines and an edge are therefore detected at all of these lines. To eliminate this one
might for example define that a hole starts at the first line where an edge is detected.
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4.2.5 Minimal derivative and thresholds

One way to increase the precision in the edge-detection algorithm is to introduce
thresholds. One threshold to tell where the hole begins and one to tell where the film
begins. This combined with the edge-detection gives an algorithm that is very robust
against noise and that also gives good precision in the detection. The thresholds are
only checked when there is an edge detected which eliminates detection for all noise
with blurry edges.
The sign in the edge-detection is redundant since the thresholds may be used to

determine if there is a hole or not.

4.3 Chosen algorithm
To get an algorithm that gives the best performance, the scanner was used to get
sequences of images of typical films frames with varying exposures. The algorithms
were then implemented in C-code and tested on the images. Some of the images used
in this testing could be found in Appendix C.
In this way, the detection results could be studied and unsuitable algorithms sorted

out. Unsuitable in this case means that the algorithm did not detect holes in all the
tested sequences. The algorithm that proved most suitable in these tests is described
below.

4.3.1 Description
The most suitable algorithm proved to be a mixture of multiple thresholds and edge-
detection. This solution is also most robust to variations of the characteristics of a
hole. To provide extra robustness, values are locked for a number of lines when a
decision has been made since values in the edges are a bit unpredictable.
Another thing that proved very useful was to allow an edge to be active for more

than just one line. The reason for that is that the thresholds are not always exceeded
precisely when an edge is detected. It might very well be exceeded a few lines after
the edge is detected.
Three parameters are needed for this type of detection. A hole-threshold that defines

a value the pixels has to be above to indicate a detection of a hole. A position-
threshold needed as a threshold for the subpixel algorithm, which are also used as the
lower threshold for the hole-detection. The last parameter needed is a sensitivity value
that indicates the minimum difference between two samples to indicate an edge.

4.3.2 Algorithm
Below is a description of the complete algorithm in pseudo-code.

Procedure holedetect(camera)
Begin

lock = FALSE;
While NOT quit
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pixels = ReceivePixels(camera);

meanvalue = CalculateMeanvalue(pixels);

IF meanvalue >= THRESHOLD_HOLE THEN
above_threshold_hole = TRUE;

ELSE
above_threshold_hole = FALSE;

END IF

IF meanvalue >= THRESHOLD_POSITION THEN
above_threshold_position = TRUE;

ELSE
above_threshold_position = FALSE;

END IF

IF ABS(meanvalue – previous_meanvalue) > SENSITIVITY THEN
edge_active = 0;

ELSE
edge_active = edge_active + 1;

END IF

IF (edge_active < EDGE_ACTIVE_SAMPELS) AND (NOT above_threshold_hole)
AND (NOT above_threshold_position) AND (NOT lock)

hole = FALSE;
lock = TRUE;

END IF
IF (edge_active < EDGE_ACTIVE_SAMPELS) AND above_threshold_hole
AND above_threshold_position AND (NOT lock)

hole = TRUE;
lock = TRUE;

END IF

IF STABLE(meanvalue) THEN
lock = FALSE;

END IF;

IF passed_threshold(THRESHOLD_POSITION, meanvalue) THEN
subpixel_value = calculate_subpixel(meanvalue,

previous_meanvalue, THRESHOLD_POSITION);
END IF;
IF between_thresholds(THRESHOLD_POSITION, THRESHOLD_HOLE) THEN

subpixel_value = subpixel_value + 1;
END IF;

previous_meanvalue = meanvalue;

END holedetect;

4.3.3 Results from simulations
The algorithm described above has been tested on real holes to be able to observe its
performance. The resulting detection in these tests is found in Figure 11.

Figure 11 Samples from simulations with the described algorithm. The leftmost shows a dark film and the rightmost a
transparent one. The line indicates where the algorithm found a changed from film to hole.

The leftmost picture shows the result on a dark film and the rightmost shows a
transparent one. The line shows when the algorithm detected a change between hole
and film. The algorithm was also tested on a variety of different films with varying
exposures and the results were satisfying.
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Unfortunately there is no way of comparing the results with the previous method
except for testing the new algorithm in a real scanner and then comparing the results
with the output from the old method. This is since the old algorithm used analog
input.

4.4 Subpixel algorithm
As described in chapter 3.5 Calculating the subpixel value, the grey-scale value on the
hole-edge may be used to more accurately determine the position of the hole. The
equations derived there are however not very suitable for an implementation in
hardware since it includes a division. An alternative method more suitable to calculate
the value is described below.

4.4.1 Description
Calculating the subpixel value includes a division that takes much time in hardware
and it should therefore be avoided. A fast and efficient algorithm is desired to
eliminate the division operator.
An algorithm could be designed to calculate the subpixel-value by gradually

calculating the binary fraction bit by bit. To start the iteration, the meanvalue between
the two known pixel intensities are calculated and compared with the known
threshold. If the meanvalue is less than the threshold, the first bit in the subpixel-value
should be set. Now use the calculated meanvalue and the remaining pixel value and
calculate a new meanvalue between these. If this new value is less than the threshold,
the next bit in the subpixel-value should be set. The behaviour of the algorithm is
shown in Figure 12. In this way, the subpixel-value is calculated with a linear time-
complexity, each bit taking one logical shift (the meanvalue), one addition and one
comparison (i.e. subtraction) to perform. These operations are simple and do not
require much area to implement in hardware nor time to execute in software.

Figure 12 The figure shows how the subpixel-value is calculated. While trying to get the meanvalue equal to the known
threshold, the subpixel-value is calculated by comparing the result with the threshold.

Since the definition of subpixel value is the distance behind the current line the
threshold was passed, values calculated in the positive edge is derived by calculating
the binary two-complement. This is not needed in the case of a negative edge.
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4.4.2 Error analysis
The number of correct subpixel bits calculated depends on the difference in luminance
between two lines. The number of correct bits from the algorithm are calculated as:

n =  log2|x2-x1| 

In this formula x2 and x1 are values of the two lines. The formula is derived from the
number of bits needed to encode the difference with a binary number. The error will
be in the n+1 bit and the absolute error could therefor be written as |x| ≤ |1/2n+1|.
Further information about calculating the error could be found in [1].
Studying samples of real-life cases may collect empirical value of the difference

between the values on the two lines. It has been empirically determined to about 30
intensity units when the threshold is 210 and maximum pixel intensity is 255. Usually
it is even larger (about 50-100), especially with dark films. In the worst case, i.e.
about 30, this gives a result that has five significant bits in the subpixel value.

4.4.3 Algorithm
The algorithm below is given in pseudo-code and describes how to calculate the
subpixel-value.

FUNCTION calculate_subpixel(high, low, threshold) RETURNS FRACTION
BEGIN

IF high < low THEN
SWAP(high, low);
positive_edge = TRUE;

END IF;

FOR i = 0 TO significant_bits DO
middle = (high + low)/2; // Logic shift right one step.

IF middle > threshold THEN
high = middle;

ELSE
subpixel_value = subpixel_value + (1/2^i);
low = middle;

END IF;
END FOR;

IF positive_edge THEN
subpixel_value = 1 – subpixel_value;

END IF;

RETURN subpixel_value;
END calculate_subpixel;
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5 Hardware design
This chapter presents the different architectures considered when designing the
system that implements the algorithm discussed in previous chapters. It also describes
and defines the signals going into and out of the detecting circuit. The internal design
and how the hole-detector operates are also described here.

5.1 Architectures
When designing the system one has to carefully consider the different ways to choose
the circuits that it should consist of. Here are the hardware architectures that were
considered in this thesis.

5.1.1 Existing processor
The most cost-efficient way to implement the system is to use already available
hardware. The most obvious solution is to place the algorithm in software in the
already existing main processor on the CPU-board.
However appealing, this solution is not practical since the main processor has other

tasks to perform and the data-rate from the camera is quite high. The processor will
not have time to do the extra tasks.

5.1.2 Dedicated processor
The problem with using the existing main processor for the algorithm is that it is not
fast enough and has a lot of other tasks to perform. To solve this, a dedicated
processor could handle the detection instead. However, the data-rate from the camera
is quite high, at least 20 MB/s on each colour (if an RGB camera is used), and a
processor that is able to handle such data-rates are quite expensive.
A dedicated processor could be placed on the CCD-board to perform the necessary

processing of the data received from the camera.

5.1.3 Programmable logic
The main problem with processor architectures is obviously coping with the high
data-rate. Usually a problem with handling a lot of information requires the
information-processing unit to be more specific instead of general, like a processor.
This may be achieved by implementing the detection in a programmable logic device
(PLD). PLDs are very flexible and are also capable of very high data speeds, which
fulfils all demands for speed in this application.
One drawback is that it is not as easy to modify as a program in a processor.

However, programmed in a high-level language, like VHDL, makes is at least
changeable and easy to upgrade into new architectures.
A PLD could be placed on the CCD-board and connected to the main processor via

the bus.

5.1.4 Dedicated processor and programmable logic
To avoid hard coding the algorithm into hardware in a PLD there is also the
possibility of partitioning the time-critical parts of the algorithm, like calculating a
mean, into a PLD and the algorithm into a processor dedicated to detect the holes.
However, this solution needs both a processor and a PLD on the board and that

increases the complexity of the board.
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5.1.5 Existing processor and programmable logic
If the main processor is fast enough, the most efficient and cost-effective way to
implement the system is to let a PLD perform the time-critical tasks and let the rest of
the algorithm reside in software. Then the algorithm would be placed in the main
processor and it will then be easy to change. But since the main-processor is slow and
has a lot of things to do, this solution is not feasible, at least with the present
processor.

5.1.6 Chosen solution
High data-rate from the camera implies that some kind of PLD will be necessary. To
make the system fully compatible with the current and to make it as simple as
possible, a single PLD, without any dedicated processors, was considered the best
alternative. By making the mean value available for reading via the bus this
architecture will also be easily merged with the existing processor and programmable
logic solution if the main processor is changed to a faster CPU with better
performance in the future.

5.2 Software development tools
Since no software is available at Image Systems for electronic design, there are no
limitations about which tool that has to be used. The company will have to purchase it
anyway. It is an advantage if the tool is cheap since there is little hardware
development at Image Systems. The tool should preferably have to support more
devices then the one used. The reason for this is that there will probably be more
devices in the scanner that will be modified in the near future.

5.3 Circuits
Some demands have to be fulfilled by the device that should be used. Here are the
most important ones and a list of the devices considered.

5.3.1 Demands
• To test the implementation in an easy manner, a wired test board is probably

going to be designed. This implies that the circuit should have suitable attributes
to allow this procedure.

• ISP possibility, preferably a possibility to program the PLD from the main CPU to
make software upgrades linked to certain hardware versions.

• The circuitry has to have some kind of software programming tool supporting it.
• The circuit should belong to a larger family of circuits. This is since it is not

known how large the design will be when finished.

5.3.2 Altera - FLEX10K
Description: This circuit is a mixture between CPLD and FPGA containing memory
on-chip. ISP capabilities are also present.
Advantages: Supported by Altera software development tool.
Disadvantages: Only available in PQFP208-encapsulment that will not work in a
wired test board. Only available in one size, and it is unknown how large the design
will be.

5.3.3 Xilinx - XC9500
Description: A CPLD with ISP capabilities.
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Advantages: A lot of different sizes, the smallest have wiring capabilities. Supported
by Xilinx development tool along with more devices.
Disadvantages: Will probably be too small for this design.

5.3.4 Xilinx - Spartan (XCS)
Description: An FPGA with ISP capabilities.
Advantages: Cheap in relation to the size, ISP with OTPROM possibilities, a lot of
different sizes, possibility to configure as memory, smaller devices possible to wire.
Possibility to program from the main CPU if an interface is provided. Supported by
Xilinx development software.
Disadvantages: Takes some time to configure when initialised, this is no real
disadvantage however since the main processor takes much more time to initialise
itself.

5.3.5 Xilinx - XC5200
Description: An older FPGA family.
Advantages: ISP, memory, possibility to wire, OTPROM, supported by Xilinx
development tool.
Disadvantages: The design will probably not fit.

5.3.6 Xilinx – Virtex
Description: A high performance FPGA.
Advantages: Almost the same as Spartan but is a more high performance circuit than
low cost.
Disadvantages: These devices are relatively expensive and the high performance will
probably not be needed.

5.3.7 Chosen circuitry
Xilinx is the market leader when it comes to FPGAs and has a wide range of devices
varying in sizes and packaging. Software tools for these devices are also supported.
The most economical choice is the Spartan FPGA and hence this device was chosen.
This device is also available from the large electronic retail company ELFA and is
easy to order.
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5.4 External interface
To interact with the environment, the holedetector has to provide some kind of
interface. For example, it has to communicate with the main processor via the bus and
it must be possible to reset it. All inputs and outputs needed are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13 The external interface of the holedetector. The signs “/” indicates a signal that is active low.

To be able to interface towards the system bus, rd, wr, address and data are needed.
Data generated by the camera is transferred via pixel clk and pixel. To be able to know
where to start the integration of pixels and when to make new detection results
available, line interrupt and start seek are also needed. The system clock is not
showing in the figure.
The only output is a signal indicating if a hole is present or not. This is actually not a

required signal since this bit may be accessed via the bus, but it is available for
compatibility with the old implementation and for test purposes.

5.5 Internal design
The hole-detector functionality has been broken down and partitioned into several
smaller parts, subsystems, as may be viewed in Figure 14.

Figure 14 The internal information flow of the hole-detector. The line between the meanvalue-calculator and the rest of the
system indicates different clock domains.

First in the chain of data processing is the mean-value calculator who accumulates all
pixels and add them to a register. The accumulated value is then used to derive a
meanvalue. The calculated mean is later passed on to the threshold-checkers and the
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edge-detector. The threshold-checkers are checking if their input is greater than or
equal to the threshold they have been set to and the edge-detector searches for an edge
of a predetermined size. Results from these parts acts as inputs to the decision-maker
and subpixel-calculator and the derived result are passed to output pins.
Not showing in the figure is the bus interface controller that acts as an interface to

the main processor and the state machine that controls the activation of the different
units at the right time. Also not showing is a register saving the last meanvalue
calculated for use in the subpixel-calculator and edge-detector on the next line.
Since the mean-calculator has to operate on pixel basis and the rest of the system on

line basis, these two parts are placed in separate clock domains. It is fully possible to
run these two domains on the same clock.

5.6 Hardware operation
Making a proper detection requires the different subsystems to be activated at certain
predetermined occasions depending on the stimuli on the inputs. Therefore, a state-
machine has been implemented that controls the various devices and the flow of data
between them. The statemachine is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15 The statemachine controlling all subsystems inside the holedetector.

The different states are explained in more detail below:
Init: Synchronises the hole-detector with all signals, i.e. waits for the integration to
start the first time.
Idle: This state is the idle state, i.e. when the image on the film is passing and the
pixels are not of any interest.
Calculate mean value: When start_integrate goes high the meanvalue-calculator
starts working. This state is kept until the meanvalue-calculator indicates that it is
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done and the meanvalue is ready. Note that if start_integrate returns to zero before a
meanvalue is ready, the change will be ignored. A meanvalue will be calculated
anyway and a complete cycle in the state-machine will be completed.
Check edge and thresholds: This state enables the threshold-checkers and the edge-
detector to operate on a new mean.
Decision and subpixel: Makes the subpixel-calculator and decision-maker read the
results from thresholds and edge-detection.
Wait subpixel: Waits for the subpixel-calculator to finish its calculations. If a new
value has to be calculated, there is a delay of 5 clock tick (one tick per output bit)
before the state is exited.
Wait update: Waits for a line-interrupt so that the newly calculated values may be
updated. The reason for doing this is to give the main CPU enough time to read the
result from the previous detection calculation. Leaving this state is level-triggered,
not edge-triggered. This means that a change in the signal must not be too short or
else the change will not be detected.
Done: This last state waits until start_integrate returns to zero. When it does, the
hole-detector has completed a detection cycle and returns to its idle state.
To avoid problems with synchronisation, a number of flip-flops have been inserted

between the different clock domains. These flip-flops also act as delays, which makes
signals not taking effect directly.

The inserted flip-flops do not fully solve problems with metastability. The only way
to completely eliminate that problem is to run the whole system with the same clock.
This is further discussed in chapter 7 Conclusions and improvements.
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6 Hardware implementation
This chapter shows some of the more interesting parts of the hole-detector in
schematic captures. The presented schematics are not complete and should only serve
as an overview or guide to the VHDL-code presented in Appendix A. Also described
is how to communicate with the device and some general timing specifications.

6.1 Meanvalue calculator
This device is used to accumulate pixel values and derive a meanvalue from the
gathered data. Its operation consists of the following tasks, accumulation, shifting and
output the result. See Figure 16 for a more detailed schematic.

Figure 16 Schematic view of the meanvalue calculator.

In the accumulation state, pixels are added into the shiftable register. Once enough
samples have been gathered, decided by number_of_samples, the result is shifted so
that the most significant bit in the result is placed at the most significant position of
the accumulator. In this way the highest byte always contain the meanvalue and the
rest of the register contains the fractional part. Only full powers of two, 2, 4, 8, … 256
samples may be collected.
Once the result has been shifted the result is indicated ready by an output signal (not

showing in the figure). To return back to the accumulation state, once leaving it, the
device needs to be reset.
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6.2 Decision-maker
This device makes the actual decision of whether or not there is a hole on the current
line. For a schematic view, see Figure 17.

Figure 17 Schematic view for the decision-maker.

To make it robust against noise it has two states. The first state is the locked state that
does not care if there are changes in thresholds and edges or not. The other state is the
unlocked state where the output is again affected by the input. A T-flip-flop is used to
toggle the result output pin.

6.3 Subpixel-calculator
This device is used to calculate the increased hole-detection precision achieved using
subpixel accuracy. The data transmitted from this device consists of two parts, the
integer part and the fractional part. The integer part is how many lines that have been
spent between the two thresholds and the fraction part is the actual calculated subpixel
value.
Integer parts are calculated using a state-machine that consists of four states: one

state below both thresholds, one state between thresholds and rising, one above both
and one between and falling. States between thresholds increments the integer value
in the output and above or below both thresholds keeps it until between again.
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The fractional calculating part, as may be viewed in Figure 18, uses the algorithm
described in earlier chapters to calculate the subpixel value. One clock cycle is used
for each calculated bit in the result.

Figure 18 Schematic view for the subpixel fraction calculator.

The value is stored in a shiftable register, which is initialised with a ‘1’ in the most
significant position. After calculating the bits in the subpixel value the initial ‘1’ is
gradually shifted and when it reaches the carry out (cout) the calculation is stopped.
New values are calculated when the device is reset.

6.4 Controller and bus interface
This is the part of the system that hides and implements the interface towards the
system bus and the main processor. The schematics may be viewed in Figure 19.

Figure 19 Schematic view of the main controller.
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The data bus is eight bits wide and bi-directional. The main processor controls the bus
and the device is always acting as a slave, reacting on the received signals. Nothing is
ever written onto the bus without first being initiated by the main processor. The
actual procedure when reading and writing on the bus is explained later in this
chapter.
Via this device the main processor is able to set configuration parameters used in the

hole-detection procedure.

6.5 Bus protocol
A simple bus protocol has been implemented to be able to communicate with the main
processor. This protocol uses two control signals, rd and wr, an address bus and a data
bus which each contain eight bits. It is actually a standard Intel bus used by the 8051
processor and it is therefor possible to connect the hole-detector directly towards the
main processor.
The signals rd and wr indicates when to read and write respectively. They are both

active-low and should not be activated (lowered) at the same time.
The device is hardcoded to be placed in the memory range 0x28-0x2B and the device

will only respond to the bus signals when the address signals are within this range. If
outside the interval, the databus is placed in tri-state.

6.5.1 Write cycle
A write operation via the bus is performed in the following manner, also shown in
Figure 20.

Figure 20 A complete cycle to write on the bus. The figure shows two complete bus-cycles. Note that it takes some time between
raising wr and the result being updated in the destination register.

Lower wr and place address and data on the bus. Signal wr must be low for at least 20
ns for the change to take effect. When both buses is stable, raise wr again, then wait
for at least 7 ns for data to be updated in the internal registers. All data must be stable
during this period.

6.5.2 Read cycle
A read operation via the bus is performed as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21 A complete cycle to read via the bus. The figure shows one complete bus-cycle.

Lower rd and place address on the bus. Wait for at least 30 ns for the data bus to
stabilise itself, then read the result and raise rd again. It takes at least 15 ns for the tri-
states to activate after a read is completed.
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6.6 Interface towards system bus
To make it possible to configure the device it is connected to the system bus. The
addresses that the hole-detector is configured to are set to the address range of 0x28-
0x2B seen from the main processor. The reason for this particular range is that it was
available in the present memory map of the main processor.
The different values and settings that can be read and written to the hole-detector are

positioned in the address space as shown in Table 1.

Address Processor write Processor read
0x28 en rst X X X number_of_sampels en 0 X X X number_of_sampels

0x29 Low threshold hole subpixel int subpixel fraction

0x2A High threshold Mean value, integer part

0x2B Sensitivity Mean value, fraction part

Table 1. Table showing where in the memory map the different parameters has been positioned.

6.6.1 Writing to the hole-detector
A write at address 0x28, the hole-detector interprets the bits as follows:
en: This bit enables the hole-detector, i.e. enables the mean value calculator. The

calculate_meanvalue-state cannot be entered when this bit is clear.
rst: This bit resets the hole-detector. It is only active for one clock period so it is

not needed to set it back to zero. All registers in the hole-detector are reset to
their settings at power on. The configuration data however, are not effected,
only the internal states of the hole-detector.

X: Not used, writing to these bits will have no effect and reading them gives
undefined results.

number_of_sampels: These three bits sets the number of pixels to be included in the
mean value. It is interpreted as 2number_of_samples+1, i.e. if set to two, eight
samples will be accumulated. This address position may also be used to check
that the holedetector is present on the bus by writing a value here and check if
the same value is received.

At address 0x29 the lower threshold, used in the hole-detection procedure, may be
written. No checks are made that it is a valid value, i.e. that is really lower then the
high threshold.
At address 0x2A the higher threshold, used in the hole-detection procedure, may be
written. The same as with the lower threshold also applies with this threshold, no
validity checks are made. The thresholds may be set to the same value if desired.
At address 0x2B the sensitivity threshold may be written. This value is used in the
edge-detection and edges lower then this threshold will not trigger the edge-detector.

6.6.2 Reading from the hole-detector
A read at address 0x28 will read back a value that should be interpreted the same way
as a value that is written to this address, see the preceding section.
A read at address 0x29 will read a value that should be interpreted as follows:
hole: The most recent result from the hole-detection. This value will be updated

every time a line-interrupt is received. The bit will remain high as long as the
hole is present.

subpixel int: The number of lines that were found between the two thresholds. The
value is only valid if the hole-bit is set.
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subpixel fraction: The result from the subpixel fraction calculation. The value is only
valid if the hole-bit is set.

A read at address 0x2A returns the most recent integer result from the meanvalue
calculation. This value may be read and used to make other calculations in the main
processor.
A read at address 0x2B returns the most recent fraction result from the meanvalue
calculation. This value increases the precision in the meanvalue.

6.7 Timing specifications
Below are some general timing-specifications to consider.
• It takes two clock-cycles from raising start_seek until the integration starts.
• The mean value calculator can operate at 40 MHz, the hole detector part at 25

MHz. It is probably possible to overclock the device to a certain degree, at least
the hole-detector part. The multiple clock domains makes it possible to have a
really fast camera but let the rest of the system run on a slower clock. The
different clock domains are guarded by flip-flops to minimise the risk of
metastability.

• The longest time for a detection cycle to complete after a meanvalue has been
calculated is 10 clock cycles. This is when a subpixel value is calculated.

6.8 Configuration guidelines
Three different values are needed for a correct detection, the hole-threshold (the high
threshold), the position-threshold (the low threshold) and the sensitivity. On start-up
these values are initialised to 245, 210 and 30 respectively. Depending on exposure
and type of film, these values have to be altered. Here are some guidelines for setting
up the values.

Transparent film has bright pixels everywhere on the film. This implies a high hole-
threshold. It should be set to at least 250 and when higher exposures are used, even
higher. Nothing prevents it from being 255, the maximum intensity. An appropriate
value on the position threshold is approximately 210, even higher if high exposure.
Since the meanvalue will not vary very much, the sensitivity should be high i.e. set to
a low value, approximately 20-30. At higher exposures even lower, around 10 or else
the edge between hole and film will not be detected.

Dark film is not very sensitive to getting the parameters exactly correct. All edges are
sharp and easy to detect. Appropriate values are a hole-threshold of around 245, a
position threshold of 160-210 and a sensitivity of 30-80. If the film is underexposed in
the holes, the hole-threshold has to be reduced.

A final parameter to be set is the number of samples to integrate over. This parameter
varies and should be determined to a value suitable for the particular film. Generally,
the more pixels included in the meanvalue, the less sensitive the detection gets to
noise.

6.9 Pinnumbers
Signal pins are programmable and has been set as defined in the constraint file found
in Appendix B.
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7 Conclusions and improvements
This chapter concludes what has been achieved in the thesis and discusses
improvements and features that could be implemented in a future improved system.

7.1 Improvements
This section presents possible improvements that could be implemented in the system.

7.1.1 Clock divider
To get rid of the multiple clock domains and to decrease the risk of metastability, a
clock divider could be inserted between the two different clock domains. This would
make the system only need one clock and the risk of metastability would disappear.
Making the clock divider programmable from the bus and the main processor would

allow it to be very flexible and not limit the design in any way.

7.1.2 Detection on both holes
To make an even better detection, both holes could be used. A few minor changes in
the implementation could make the hole-detector check for holes on both sides of the
film. The two values could later be used to determine rotation on the camera with a
very high precision.

7.2 Conclusions
Some of the major conclusions that may be drawn after this thesis are concluded in
this chapter.

7.2.1 Analog board
Since the system eliminates the need of the comparator and LP-filter on the analog
board, this board will now be obsolete.

7.2.2 Needed bits
The needed number of bits to do a correct hole-detection depends both on how many
subpixel-bits that is desired and the transparency, or exposure, of the film.
For the detection it is only needed to find an edge and to check the threshold. An

edge can be detected if the change between two consecutive pixels is at least 30
intensity units (determined from studying data from scanned images, see Appendix C).
This implies that a detection could be made using only the fifth bit and this gives a
needed number of bits of four.
The subpixel precision accuracy also needs a number of bits to function properly. To

have a precision of five bits requires the edge to be above 32 intensity units. In most
cases the edge is larger than 30 intensity units, about 60-100 so five bits would be
enough.
The number of needed bits to do a successful detection and subpixel calculation is

five but for simplicity however, all the eight bits available have been used.

7.2.3 Subpixel accuracy
As shown in previous chapters, subpixel precision is possible and has been
implemented in the system.
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7.2.4 Servo-control loop integration
Servo-control loop integration is not a good idea. The main processor has a direct
connection to the servo and Plutten processors. If the regulation were to be placed in
the hole-detection system, this connection would have to be added and that implies a
redesigned CPU-board, which is expensive.
Maybe this would be a good idea if the scanner were redesigned with an additional

sync-detection camera.

7.2.5 Changes in backplane
A few signals are needed to provide the signals from the camera available to the hole-
detector. The needed signals that have to be added to the backplane are:
Pixel_strobe: The clock for data coming out of the camera.
Pixel_data: Image data output from the camera.
Start_seek: Where to start integrate pixels.
Other needed signals are already available in the backplane.

7.2.6 Changeabillity
The possibility to easily change the design has been achieved by implementing the
system using VHDL. The design has then been fitted into a Xilinx Spartan (XCS10-3-
PC84) FPGA that may easily be reprogrammed. If later, a more advanced algorithm
should be needed, and the main processor is updated, no hardware will have to be
changed since the calculated meanvalue is presented to the main processor. The main
processor could then do the necessary calculations instead.

7.2.7 Simulation
Simulation has been performed using C to implement the algorithm. Tests have later
been performed on real images from the scanner.
The hardware has been simulated using hardware simulation tools. All simulations

have been successful.

7.2.8 Timing
The system has been simulated with an integration clock (pixel clock) of 40 MHz and
a system clock of 25 MHz. When the pixels have been integrated it takes at most ten
clocks to perform a detection and calculate a subpixel value. Under worst possible
conditions, a camera running on 40 MHz and system on 25 MHz, gives that about 20
clocks from the time of ending the integration to a complete detection result is
available. The hole is often positioned so that all necessary calculations have been
accomplished before a new line is transmitted.
The above discussion implies that the results will always be available when the

processor needs the result from the hole-detection.
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8 Dictionary

Backplane A bus that connects different parts of a device.

Capstan A small wheel that controls the speed of the film closest to the
area where the film is actually scanned.

CCD Charge coupled device, a light sensitive construction on silicon
used in most electronic cameras. Used to read back the
intensity of a pixel element.

CPLD Complex Programmable Logic Device, a type of programmable
logic device that can hold its programming even when power is
cut. These devices are more suitable for smaller designs since it
has a limited capacity (less then an FPGA).

Double exposure Used when the exposure that is most suitable for the image
results in an image that is very bright or dark making hole-
detection impossible. To solve this, the film is exposed twice,
once for the image and one for the hole-detection.

FIFO First In First Out, simply a queue. A FIFO is a commonly used
electronic device used, for example, to synchronise data
between different clock domains.

Film scanner A device that reads film and converts it to digital form.

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array, a type of programmable logic
device that uses SRAM cells to implement logical functions.
Since SRAM cells are used its functionality disappears when
power is cut. Configuration data has to be loaded at start-up
before the device could be used.

Frame On a film this is one movie frame, i.e. picture.

Framegrabber A hardware device used to get images into a computer from
external image generating hardware.

ISP In System Programmable, means that a device could be
programmed where it is on chip and does not require
reprogramming in an external programmer.

Metastability A phenomenon that sometimes occurs when a logic gates input
is between the threshold for logic zero and one when a clock
tick is received. In some cases this causes the output to oscillate
and the system locks up. Usually a reset is the only way to get
out of this state.
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PLD Programmable Logic Device. A hardware device whose
functionality could be programmed.

SNR Signal Noise Ratio, the ratio between the magnitude of the
signal and the magnitude of the noise. A high SNR means that
it is easy to determine how the original signal looked without
the interaction of noise.

Subpixel Part of line precision, means that an edge in a digital image
could be position determined by interpolation with better
precision.

VHDL Very large scale integration Hardware Description Language, a
language for describing hardware functionality.
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Appendix A: VHDL code
This appendix contains all VHDL code. It consists of the following components.

Sync detector
Businterface
Holedetector

Meanvalue calculator
Threshold checker
Edgedetector

Hold high
Subpixel calculator

Integer calculator
Fraction calculator

Decision maker

Arithmetics package
Two_complement
Mean_2

Counters package
Counter
Preset_counter

Misc package
Rise_detect
Fall_detect
Flank_detect
Tristate_buffer

Registers package
Dff
Tff
Reg
Shift_reg
Shift_reg_loadable

Selection package
Mux_2
Swap_2

Businterface
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- The main controller and interface to the bus.
--
-- Title      : businterface
--
-- Libraries  : ieee.std_logic_1164
--            : ieee.numeric_std
--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- Purpose    : This component serves as the interface to the bus and feeds



--            : proper signals to the holedetection part.
--
-- Details    : The signal software_reset is a puls-signal. This means that it
--            : is never high more than one clockpuls at a time.
--
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
library ieee;
library basic_components;

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

use basic_components.registers.all;
use basic_components.misc.all;

entity bus_interface is
generic(

ADRESS_SIZE : integer := 2;
DATA_SIZE : integer := 8;

MEANVALUE_SIZE : integer := 15;

NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE : integer := 3;
NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_INIT : integer := 1;

TRESHOLD_POSITION_INIT : integer := 210;
TRESHOLD_HOLE_INIT : integer := 250;
SENSITIVITY_INIT : integer := 253;

SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE : integer := 2;
SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_INIT : integer := 1;

LINES_LOCKED_SIZE : integer := 3;
LINES_LOCKED_INIT : integer := 7

);

port(
clk : std_logic; -- Master clock.
areset : std_logic; -- Master reset.

-- Bus signals.
cs : in std_logic; -- Chipselect.
rd, wr : in std_logic; -- Read/Write from processor.
adress : in unsigned(ADRESS_SIZE-1 downto 0);
data : inout unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

-- Controlbits.
enable_holedetector : out std_logic; -- Enable the holedetector.
software_reset : out std_logic; -- Reset the holedetector component.

-- Holedetection settingparameters.
number_of_sampels : out unsigned(NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE-1 downto 0);
threshold_position, threshold_hole : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
sensitivity : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
sampels_sensitive : out unsigned(SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE-1 downto 0);
lines_locked : out unsigned(LINES_LOCKED_SIZE-1 downto 0);

-- Holedetector outputvalues.
meanvalue : in unsigned(MEANVALUE_SIZE-1 downto 0);
subpixel_value : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
hole : in std_logic

);
end bus_interface;

architecture bus_interface_arch of bus_interface is
type register_array is array(natural range <>) of unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);



signal vdd, gnd : std_logic;

signal software_dff_out, software_dff_reset : std_logic;

signal tristate_enable : std_logic;

signal decoder_enable : std_logic;
signal decoder_input : unsigned(1 downto 0);

signal register_enable : unsigned(3 downto 0);
signal register_out : register_array(0 to 3);

signal outmux_sel : unsigned(1 downto 0); -- I.e. adress size, but this signal has to
have a locally constant width.

signal outmux_out : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

signal hole_data : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

begin
vdd <= '1';
gnd <= '0';

-- These signals are always set to constant values.
sampels_sensitive <= TO_UNSIGNED(SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_INIT, SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE);
lines_locked <= TO_UNSIGNED(LINES_LOCKED_INIT, LINES_LOCKED_SIZE);

tristate_enable <= (not cs) or rd;
software_dff_reset <= areset or register_out(0)(DATA_SIZE-2);

decoder_enable <= cs;
decoder_input <= adress(1 downto 0);

enable_holedetector <= register_out(0)(DATA_SIZE-1);
software_reset <= register_out(0)(DATA_SIZE-2);
number_of_sampels <= register_out(0)(NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE-1 downto 0);

threshold_position <= register_out(1);
threshold_hole <= register_out(2);
sensitivity <= register_out(3);

outmux_sel <= adress(1 downto 0);

hole_data <= hole & subpixel_value(6 downto 0);

tristate_buffer_component:
tristate_buffer generic map(DATA_SIZE) port map(outmux_out, tristate_enable, data);

decoder_component:
decoder generic map(2) port map(decoder_input, decoder_enable, register_enable);

enable_holedetector_ff:
dff port map(wr, areset, gnd, register_enable(0), data(DATA_SIZE-1),

register_out(0)(DATA_SIZE-1));

software_reset_ff:
dff port map(wr, software_dff_reset, gnd, register_enable(0), data(DATA_SIZE-2),

software_dff_out);

software_reset_pulse_generator:
dff port map(clk, areset, gnd, vdd, software_dff_out, register_out(0)(DATA_SIZE-2));

number_of_sampels_register:
reg generic map(DATA_SIZE => NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE) port map(wr, areset, gnd,

register_enable(0), data(NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE-1 downto 0),
register_out(0)(NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE-1 downto 0));

threshold_position_register:
reg generic map(DATA_SIZE => DATA_SIZE, PRESET_VALUE => TRESHOLD_POSITION_INIT) port

map(wr, areset, gnd, register_enable(1), data, register_out(1));

threshold_hole_register:



reg generic map(DATA_SIZE => DATA_SIZE, PRESET_VALUE => TRESHOLD_HOLE_INIT) port
map(wr, areset, gnd, register_enable(2), data, register_out(2));

sensitivity_register:
reg generic map(DATA_SIZE => DATA_SIZE, PRESET_VALUE => SENSITIVITY_INIT) port map(wr,

areset, gnd, register_enable(3), data, register_out(3));

with outmux_sel select
outmux_out <=

register_out(0) when "00",
hole_data when "01",
meanvalue(MEANVALUE_SIZE-1 downto (MEANVALUE_SIZE-DATA_SIZE)) when "10",
meanvalue((MEANVALUE_SIZE-DATA_SIZE)-1 downto 0) & '0' when others;

end bus_interface_arch;

Decisionmaker
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- The component which decides if there is a hole or not on the current line.
--
-- Title      : decisionmaker
--
-- Libraries  : ieee.std_logic_1164
--            : ieee.numeric_std
--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- Purpose    : This components takes in all parameters from threshold-checkers
--            : and edgedetection and decides wheather or not to change the active
--            : value.
--
-- Details    : Locks a value for LINES_LOCKED number of lines. Uses a preset_counter
--            : to disable the lock directly when a reset has been signaled.
--
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
library ieee;
library basic_components;

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

use basic_components.counters.all;
use basic_components.registers.all;

entity decision_maker is
generic(

LINES_LOCKED_SIZE : integer := 3);

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
above_hole_threshold : in std_logic;
above_position_threshold : in std_logic;
edge_detected : in std_logic;
lines_locked : in unsigned(LINES_LOCKED_SIZE-1 downto 0);
hole : out std_logic);

end decision_maker;

architecture decision_maker_arch of decision_maker is



signal counter_reset, counter_enable : std_logic;
signal counter_out : unsigned(LINES_LOCKED_SIZE-1 downto 0);

signal locked : std_logic;

signal hole_detected, film_detected : std_logic;

signal hole_mux_out : std_logic;
signal tff_enable : std_logic;
signal hole_int : std_logic;

begin
hole <= hole_int;

locked <= '1' when (counter_out < lines_locked) else '0';

counter_reset <= tff_enable and hole_mux_out;
counter_enable <= locked and enable;

tff_enable <= enable and (not locked);

hole_detected <= edge_detected and above_hole_threshold and above_position_threshold;
film_detected <= edge_detected and (not above_hole_threshold) and (not

above_position_threshold);

lock_counter:
preset_counter generic map(LINES_LOCKED_SIZE) port map(clk, areset, counter_reset,

sreset, counter_enable, counter_out);

with hole_int select
hole_mux_out <=

hole_detected when '0',
film_detected when others;

output_hole_flipflop:
tff port map(clk, areset, sreset, tff_enable, hole_mux_out, hole_int);

end decision_maker_arch;

Edgedetector
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- Determines if an edge is present.
--
-- Title      : edgedetect
--
-- Libraries  : ieee.std_logic_1164
--            : ieee.numeric_std
--            : basic_components.selection
--            : basic_components.arithmetic
--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- Purpose    : To determine if an edge has passed.
--
-- Details    : Needs a sampel to compare to and if the difference between these
--            : are larger then SENSITIVITY the output is set to high. This value
--            : is kept high for SAMPELS_SENSITIVE number of lines.
--
-- Limitation : Doesn't save last value, this has to be saved externally.
--
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--



library ieee;
library basic_components;

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

use basic_components.selection.all;
use basic_components.arithmetic.all;

entity edge_detect is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer := 8;
SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE : integer := 2);

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
data, data_prev : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
sensitivity : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
sampels_sensitive : in unsigned(SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE-1 downto 0);
edge : out std_logic);

end edge_detect;

architecture edge_detect_arch of edge_detect is
component hold_high

generic(
HOLD_INPUT_SIZE : integer);

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
input : in std_logic;
hold_ticks : in unsigned(HOLD_INPUT_SIZE-1 downto 0);
output : out std_logic);

end component;

signal swap : std_logic;
signal high, low, diff : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

signal sub_out : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
signal two_comp_out : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

signal edge_detected : std_logic;

begin
swap <= '1' when data < data_prev else '0';

edge_detected <= '1' when diff > sensitivity else '0';

sub_out <= data - data_prev;

with swap select
diff <=

sub_out when '0',
two_comp_out when others;

negate_difference:
two_complement generic map(DATA_SIZE) port map(sub_out, two_comp_out);

keep_value:
hold_high

generic map(HOLD_INPUT_SIZE => SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE)
port map(clk, areset, sreset, enable, edge_detected, sampels_sensitive, edge);

end edge_detect_arch;



Fractioncalculator
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- Calculator of subpixel part.
--
-- Title      : fractioncalc
--
-- Libraries  : ieee.std_logic_1164
--            : ieee.numeric_std
--            : basic_components.arithmetic
--            : basic_components.registers
--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- Purpose    : Used in the subpixel-calculator to calculate the fractional
--            : part of the subpixel value.
--
-- Details    : Uses a one in the first position in the shift register to detect
--            : when the fraction is calculated.
--
-- Limitation : The device has to be reseted to calculate a new value.
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
library ieee;
library basic_components;

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

use basic_components.arithmetic.all;
use basic_components.registers.all;

entity fraction_calculator is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer := 8;
FRAC_SIZE : integer := 5;
BIT_COUNTER_SIZE : integer := 3

);

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
high_in, low_in, value_in : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
data_ready : out std_logic;
fraction_out : out unsigned(FRAC_SIZE-1 downto 0)

);
end fraction_calculator;

architecture fraction_calculator_arch of fraction_calculator is
signal gnd : std_logic;

signal inverted_reset : std_logic;

signal mean_value_out : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

signal high_reg_out, low_reg_out : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
signal high_reg_in, low_reg_in : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

signal update_low_reg : std_logic;
signal low_reg_en, high_reg_en : std_logic;



signal shift_cout : std_logic;
signal shift_reg_en: std_logic;

begin
gnd <= '0';

data_ready <= shift_cout;

update_low_reg <= '1' when (mean_value_out <= value_in) else '0';
low_reg_en <= (update_low_reg or sreset) and enable;
high_reg_en <= ((not update_low_reg) or sreset) and enable;

shift_reg_en <= (not shift_cout) and enable;

with sreset select
high_reg_in <=

high_in when '1',
mean_value_out when others;

with sreset select
low_reg_in <=

low_in when '1',
mean_value_out when others;

high_register:
reg generic map(DATA_SIZE) port map(clk, areset, gnd, high_reg_en, high_reg_in,

high_reg_out);

low_register:
reg generic map(DATA_SIZE) port map(clk, areset, gnd, low_reg_en, low_reg_in,

low_reg_out);

mean_value_calculator:
mean_2 generic map(DATA_SIZE) port map(high_reg_out, low_reg_out, mean_value_out);

output_shift_register:
shift_reg generic map(FRAC_SIZE, 1) port map(clk, areset, sreset, shift_reg_en,

update_low_reg, fraction_out, shift_cout);

end fraction_calculator_arch;

Hold high
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- Used to hold the output high for a number of clocks.
--
-- Title      : hold_high
--
-- Libraries  : ieee
--            : basic_components
--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- Purpose    : Used to keep an edge high for more then just one clock.
--
-- Details    : Uses a preset_counter to not let an initial edge be active for
--            : more then one edge.
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
library ieee;
library basic_components;

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;



use ieee.numeric_std.all;

use basic_components.counters.all;
use basic_components.misc.fall_detect;
use basic_components.registers.all;

entity hold_high is
generic(

HOLD_INPUT_SIZE : integer := 3);

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
input : in std_logic;
hold_ticks : in unsigned(HOLD_INPUT_SIZE-1 downto 0);
output : out std_logic);

end hold_high;

architecture hold_high_arch of hold_high is
signal counter_reset, counter_enable : std_logic;
signal counter_out : unsigned(HOLD_INPUT_SIZE-1 downto 0);

signal hold : std_logic;

signal dff_in : std_logic;

begin
hold <= '1' when (counter_out /= hold_ticks) else '0';

counter_enable <= hold and enable;
counter_reset <= input or sreset;

dff_in <= hold or input;

hold_counter:
preset_counter generic map(HOLD_INPUT_SIZE) port map(clk, areset, counter_reset,

sreset, counter_enable, counter_out);

output_flipflop:
dff port map(clk, areset, sreset, enable, dff_in, output);

end hold_high_arch;

Holedetector
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- The holedetection component.
--
-- Title      : holedetector
--
-- Libraries  : ieee
--            : basic_components
--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- Purpose    : To detect holes on incoming data from a camera.
--
-- Details    : Syncronization flip-flops makes inputted signals delayed for
--            : at least one clock. This doesn't apply to camera-data since this
--            : signal is synced to the clock running the meanvaluecalculator.
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------



--
library ieee;
library basic_components;

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

use basic_components.misc.all;
use basic_components.registers.all;

entity hole_detector is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer := 8;
MEANVALUE_SIZE : integer := 15;
NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE : integer := 3;
SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE : integer := 2;
LINES_LOCKED_SIZE : integer := 3;
SUBPIXEL_FRACTION_SIZE : integer := 5);

port(
clk : in std_logic; -- Master clock.

areset : in std_logic; -- Asyncronous reset.
sreset : in std_logic; -- Master reset.
enable : in std_logic; -- Enable the meanvalue-calculation.
start_seek : in std_logic; -- Indikates where to start integrating pixels.
line_int : in std_logic; -- Indicates when to update output.

-- Camera signals.
pixel_clk : in std_logic; -- Pixel strobe.
pixel : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

-- Detection control signals.
number_of_sampels : in unsigned(NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE-1 downto 0);
threshold_hole : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
threshold_position : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
sensitivity : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
sampels_sensitive : in unsigned(SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE-1 downto 0);
lines_locked : in unsigned(LINES_LOCKED_SIZE-1 downto 0);

-- Output signals.
meanvalue : out unsigned(MEANVALUE_SIZE-1 downto 0);
hole : out std_logic;
subpixel_value : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end hole_detector;

architecture hole_detector_arch of hole_detector is
component meanvalue_calculator

generic(
DATA_SIZE : integer := 8;
MEANVALUE_SIZE : integer := 15;
NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE : integer := 3);

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
data : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
number_of_sampels : in unsigned(NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE-1 downto 0);
mean_ready : out std_logic;
mean_out : out unsigned(MEANVALUE_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end component;

component threshold_checker
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer := 8);
port(

clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;



threshold : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
input : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
above_threshold : out std_logic);

end component;

component edge_detect is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer := 8;
SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE : integer := 2);

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
data, data_prev : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
sensitivity : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
sampels_sensitive : in unsigned(SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE-1 downto 0);
edge : out std_logic);

end component;

component decision_maker is
generic(

LINES_LOCKED_SIZE : integer := 3);
port(

clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
above_hole_threshold : in std_logic;
above_position_threshold : in std_logic;
edge_detected : in std_logic;
lines_locked : in unsigned(LINES_LOCKED_SIZE-1 downto 0);
hole : out std_logic);

end component;

component subpixel_calculator
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer := 8;
FRAC_SIZE : integer := 5);

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
data, data_prev : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
threshold_position : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
above_hole_threshold : in std_logic;
above_position_threshold : in std_logic;
subpixel_ready : out std_logic;
subpixel_integer_out : out unsigned((DATA_SIZE-FRAC_SIZE)-1 downto 0);
subpixel_fraction_out : out unsigned(FRAC_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end component;

type STATE_TYPE is (INIT, IDLE, CALC_MEAN, CHECK_EDGE_AND_TRESHOLDS,
DECIDE_AND_SUBPIXEL, WAIT_SUBPIXEL, WAIT_UPDATE, DONE);

signal state : STATE_TYPE;

signal vdd, gnd : std_logic;

signal start_seek_sync, line_int_sync : std_logic;

signal meanvalue_reset, meanvalue_enable, meanvalue_reset_sync, meanvalue_enable_sync
: std_logic;

signal mean_ready, mean_ready_sync : std_logic;
signal mean_out : unsigned(MEANVALUE_SIZE-1 downto 0);
signal mean : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

signal threshold_enable, edge_enable : std_logic;

signal above_position, above_hole, edge_out : std_logic;



signal mean_reg_enable : std_logic;
signal mean_reg_out : unsigned(MEANVALUE_SIZE-1 downto 0);
signal mean_prev : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

signal subpixel_enable, subpixel_ready : std_logic;
signal subpixel_integer_out : unsigned((DATA_SIZE-SUBPIXEL_FRACTION_SIZE)-1 downto 0);
signal subpixel_fraction_out : unsigned(SUBPIXEL_FRACTION_SIZE-1 downto 0);

signal decision_enable, decision_out : std_logic;

signal output_hole_enable : std_logic;

begin
vdd <= '1'; gnd <= '0';

subpixel_value <= subpixel_integer_out & subpixel_fraction_out;
mean <= mean_out(MEANVALUE_SIZE-1 downto (MEANVALUE_SIZE-DATA_SIZE));

meanvalue <= mean_reg_out;
mean_prev <= mean_reg_out(MEANVALUE_SIZE-1 downto (MEANVALUE_SIZE-DATA_SIZE));

syncronize_line_int:
dff port map(clk, areset, sreset, vdd, line_int, line_int_sync);

syncronize_start_seek:
dff port map(clk, areset, sreset, vdd, start_seek, start_seek_sync);

syncronize_meanvalue_reset:
dff port map(pixel_clk, areset, sreset, vdd, meanvalue_reset, meanvalue_reset_sync);

syncronize_meanvalue_enable:
dff port map(pixel_clk, areset, sreset, vdd, meanvalue_enable, meanvalue_enable_sync);

calculate_meanvalue:
meanvalue_calculator

generic map(DATA_SIZE => DATA_SIZE, NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE =>
NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE, MEANVALUE_SIZE => MEANVALUE_SIZE)

port map(pixel_clk, areset, meanvalue_reset_sync, meanvalue_enable_sync, pixel,
number_of_sampels, mean_ready, mean_out);

syncronize_mean_ready:
dff port map(clk, areset, sreset, vdd, mean_ready, mean_ready_sync);

position_checker:
threshold_checker generic map(DATA_SIZE) port map(clk, areset, sreset,

threshold_enable, threshold_position, mean, above_position);

hole_checker:
threshold_checker generic map(DATA_SIZE) port map(clk, areset, sreset,

threshold_enable, threshold_hole, mean, above_hole);

detect_edges:
edge_detect generic map(DATA_SIZE, SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE) port map(clk, areset,

sreset, edge_enable, mean, mean_prev, sensitivity, sampels_sensitive, edge_out);

save_last_meanvalue:
reg generic map(MEANVALUE_SIZE) port map(clk, areset, sreset, mean_reg_enable,

mean_out, mean_reg_out);

calculate_subpixel:
subpixel_calculator

generic map(DATA_SIZE, SUBPIXEL_FRACTION_SIZE)
port map(clk, areset, sreset, subpixel_enable, mean, mean_prev,

threshold_position, above_hole, above_position, subpixel_ready, subpixel_integer_out,
subpixel_fraction_out);

make_decision:
decision_maker generic map(LINES_LOCKED_SIZE) port map(clk, areset, sreset,

decision_enable, above_hole, above_position, edge_out, lines_locked, decision_out);



output_hole_register:
dff port map(clk, areset, sreset, output_hole_enable, decision_out, hole);

meanvalue_reset <= '1' when (state = IDLE) and (start_seek_sync = '0') else '0';
meanvalue_enable <= '1' when (state = CALC_MEAN) or ((start_seek_sync = '1') and

(state = IDLE)) else '0';
threshold_enable <= '1' when state = CHECK_EDGE_AND_TRESHOLDS else '0';
edge_enable <= '1' when state = CHECK_EDGE_AND_TRESHOLDS else '0';
subpixel_enable <= '1' when state = DECIDE_AND_SUBPIXEL else '0';
decision_enable <= '1' when state = DECIDE_AND_SUBPIXEL else '0';
mean_reg_enable <= '1' when state = DONE else '0';
output_hole_enable <= '1' when state = DONE else '0';

controller_state_machine:
process(clk, areset)
begin

if areset = '1' then
state <= INIT;

elsif RISING_EDGE(clk) then
if sreset = '1' then

state <= INIT;
else

case state is
when INIT =>

if start_seek_sync = '1' then
state <= INIT;

else
state <= IDLE;

end if;
when IDLE =>

if (start_seek_sync = '1') and (enable = '1') then
state <= CALC_MEAN;

else
state <= IDLE;

end if;
when CALC_MEAN =>

if mean_ready_sync = '1' then
state <= CHECK_EDGE_AND_TRESHOLDS;

else
state <= CALC_MEAN;

end if;
when CHECK_EDGE_AND_TRESHOLDS =>

state <= DECIDE_AND_SUBPIXEL;
when DECIDE_AND_SUBPIXEL =>

state <= WAIT_SUBPIXEL;
when WAIT_SUBPIXEL =>

if subpixel_ready = '0' then
state <= WAIT_SUBPIXEL;

else
state <= WAIT_UPDATE;

end if;
when WAIT_UPDATE =>

if line_int_sync = '0' then
state <= WAIT_UPDATE;

else
state <= DONE;

end if;
when DONE =>

if start_seek_sync = '0' then
state <= IDLE;

else
state <= DONE;

end if;
when others =>

null;
end case;

end if;
end if;

end process;

end hole_detector_arch;



Integercalculator
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- Calculator of whole lines between two thresholds.
--
-- Title      : integercalc
--
-- Libraries  : ieee.std_logic_1164
--            : ieee.numeric_std
--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- Purpose    : This device is used to calculate how many lines that lies between
--            : two thresholds.
--
-- Details    : Gives the number of lines passed since the latest threshold was
--            : passed.
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
library ieee;
library basic_components;

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

entity integer_calculator is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer);

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
above_position_threshold : in std_logic;
above_hole_threshold : in std_logic;
lines_between : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end integer_calculator;

architecture integer_calculator_arch of integer_calculator is
type STATETYPE is (BELOW_POSITION, BETWEEN_TRESHOLDS_RISING, ABOVE_HOLE,

BETWEEN_TRESHOLDS_FALLING);
signal state : STATETYPE;

signal between_thresholds : std_logic;

signal counter : UNSIGNED(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

begin
between_thresholds <= above_position_threshold and (not above_hole_threshold);

lines_between <= counter;

process(clk, areset)
begin

if areset = '1' then
counter <= (others => '0');
state <= BELOW_POSITION;

elsif rising_edge(clk) then
if sreset = '1' then

counter <= (others => '0');
state <= BELOW_POSITION;

elsif enable = '1' then



case state is
when BELOW_POSITION =>

if above_position_threshold = '0' then

state <= BELOW_POSITION;
elsif between_thresholds = '1' then

counter <= TO_UNSIGNED(1, DATA_SIZE);

state <= BETWEEN_TRESHOLDS_RISING;
else

counter <= (others => '0');

state <= ABOVE_HOLE;
end if;

when BETWEEN_TRESHOLDS_RISING =>
if between_thresholds = '1' then

counter <= counter + 1;

state <= BETWEEN_TRESHOLDS_RISING;
elsif above_position_threshold = '0' then

counter <= (others => '0');

state <= BELOW_POSITION;
else

state <= ABOVE_HOLE;
end if;

when ABOVE_HOLE =>
if above_hole_threshold = '1' then

state <= ABOVE_HOLE;
elsif between_thresholds = '1' then

counter <= TO_UNSIGNED(1, DATA_SIZE);

state <= BETWEEN_TRESHOLDS_FALLING;
else

counter <= (others => '0');

state <= BELOW_POSITION;
end if;

when BETWEEN_TRESHOLDS_FALLING =>
if between_thresholds = '1' then

counter <= counter + 1;

state <= BETWEEN_TRESHOLDS_FALLING;
elsif above_hole_threshold = '1' then

counter <= (others => '0');

state <= ABOVE_HOLE;
else

state <= BELOW_POSITION;
end if;

when others =>
null;

end case;
end if;

end if;
end process;

end integer_calculator_arch;

Meanvalue calculator
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- Calculates a meanvalue.
--
-- Title      : meanvaluecalculator



--
-- Libraries  : ieee.std_logic_1164
--            : use ieee.numeric_std
--            : use basic_components.registers
--            : use basic_components.counters
--            : use basic_components.misc
--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- Purpose    : To calculate a mean of incomming pixels received from a camera.
--            : The output is both an integervalue and an fractional value.
--
-- Details    : NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS tells how many sampels to collect before
--            : calculating the mean. The number of sampels is 2^(NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS).
--
-- Limitation : This component has some dependencies in the generics.
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
library ieee;
library basic_components;

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

use basic_components.registers.all;
use basic_components.counters.all;
use basic_components.misc.all;

entity meanvalue_calculator is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer := 8;
MEANVALUE_SIZE : integer := 15;
NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE : integer := 3

);

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
data : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
number_of_sampels : in unsigned(NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE-1 downto 0);
mean_ready : out std_logic;
mean_out : out unsigned(MEANVALUE_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end meanvalue_calculator;

architecture meanvalue_calculator_arch of meanvalue_calculator is
signal vdd : std_logic;

signal decoder_out : unsigned((2**NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE)-1 downto 0);

signal sampels_cnt_rst, sampels_cnt_en : std_logic;
signal sampels_cnt_out : unsigned((2**NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE)-1 downto 0);
signal sampels_needed : unsigned((2**NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE)-1 downto 0);

signal shift_cnt_rst, shift_cnt_en : std_logic;
signal shift_cnt_out : unsigned(NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE-1 downto 0);
signal shifts_needed : unsigned(NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE-1 downto 0);

signal ack_rst, ack_en, ack_ld : std_logic;
signal ack_in, ack_out : unsigned(MEANVALUE_SIZE-1 downto 0);

signal load, shift : std_logic;
begin

vdd <= '1';
shifts_needed <= not number_of_sampels;
sampels_needed <= decoder_out;



load <= '1' when (sampels_cnt_out /= sampels_needed) else '0';
shift <= '1' when (shift_cnt_out /= shifts_needed) else '0';

sampels_cnt_rst <= sreset;
sampels_cnt_en <= load and enable;

shift_cnt_rst <= sreset;
shift_cnt_en <= (shift and (not load)) and enable;

ack_rst <= sreset;
ack_en <= (load or shift) and enable;
ack_ld <= load;
ack_in <= data + ack_out;

calculate_sampels_needed:
decoder generic map(NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE) port map(number_of_sampels, vdd,

decoder_out);

sampel_counter:
counter generic map(sampels_needed'LENGTH) port map(clk, areset, sampels_cnt_rst,

sampels_cnt_en, sampels_cnt_out);

shift_counter:
counter generic map(number_of_sampels'LENGTH) port map(clk, areset, shift_cnt_rst,

shift_cnt_en, shift_cnt_out);

ackumulator:
shift_reg_loadable generic map(MEANVALUE_SIZE) port map(clk, areset, ack_rst, ack_en,

ack_ld, ack_in, ack_out);

mean_out <= ack_out;
mean_ready <= (not load) and (not shift);

end meanvalue_calculator_arch;

Subpixel calculator
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- The subpixel calculator.
--
-- Title      : subpixelcalculator
--
-- Libraries  : ieee.std_logic_1164
--            : ieee.numeric_std
--            : basic_components.arithmetic
--            : basic_components.registers
--            : basic_components.selection
--            : basic_components.misc
--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- Purpose    : Calculates the subpixelvalue between two values. Outputs
--            : both integer and fractional value.
--
-- Details    : The value is only calculated when a change in the threshold
--            : is detected.
--
-- Limitation : Two values has to be inputted, there is no memory saving line
--            : values between times.
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
library ieee;
library basic_components;



use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

use basic_components.arithmetic.all;
use basic_components.registers.all;
use basic_components.selection.all;
use basic_components.misc.all;

use work.fraction_calculator;
use work.integer_calculator;

entity subpixel_calculator is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer := 8;
FRAC_SIZE : integer := 5);

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
data, data_prev : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
threshold_position : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
above_hole_threshold : in std_logic;
above_position_threshold : in std_logic;
subpixel_ready : out std_logic;
subpixel_integer_out : out unsigned((DATA_SIZE-FRAC_SIZE)-1 downto 0);
subpixel_fraction_out : out unsigned(FRAC_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end subpixel_calculator;

architecture subpixel_calculator_arch of subpixel_calculator is
component fraction_calculator

generic(
DATA_SIZE : integer;
FRAC_SIZE : integer;
BIT_COUNTER_SIZE : integer := 3);

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
high_in, low_in, value_in : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
data_ready : out std_logic;
fraction_out : out unsigned(FRAC_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end component;

component integer_calculator is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer);
port(

clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
above_position_threshold : in std_logic;
above_hole_threshold : in std_logic;
lines_between : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end component;

signal vdd : std_logic;

signal swap : std_logic;

signal position_change_detected : std_logic;

signal high, low : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

signal fraction_calculator_reset : std_logic;
signal fraction_ready : std_logic;
signal fraction_calculator_out : unsigned(FRAC_SIZE-1 downto 0);



signal two_complement_out : unsigned(FRAC_SIZE-1 downto 0);
signal fraction_mux_out : unsigned(FRAC_SIZE-1 downto 0);

signal integer_calculator_out : unsigned((DATA_SIZE-FRAC_SIZE)-1 downto 0);

signal output_update : std_logic;

begin
vdd <= '1';

swap <= '1' when data < data_prev else '0';

fraction_calculator_reset <= sreset or position_change_detected;

change_detect_above_position:
flank_detect port map(clk, areset, vdd, above_position_threshold,

position_change_detected);

swap_values:
swap_2 generic map(DATA_SIZE) port map(data, data_prev, swap, high, low);

calculate_fraction:
fraction_calculator

generic map(DATA_SIZE, FRAC_SIZE)
port map(clk, areset, fraction_calculator_reset, vdd, high, low,

threshold_position, fraction_ready, fraction_calculator_out);

calculate_integer:
integer_calculator

generic map(DATA_SIZE-FRAC_SIZE)
port map(clk, areset, sreset, enable, above_position_threshold,

above_hole_threshold, integer_calculator_out);

convert_fraction:
two_complement generic map(DATA_SIZE => FRAC_SIZE) port map(fraction_calculator_out,

two_complement_out);

-- Output fraction mux.
with swap select

fraction_mux_out <=
two_complement_out when '0',
fraction_calculator_out when others;

output_register_update:
rise_detect port map(clk, areset, vdd, fraction_ready, output_update);

save_fraction_register:
reg generic map(FRAC_SIZE) port map(clk, areset, sreset, output_update,

fraction_mux_out, subpixel_fraction_out);

subpixel_integer_out <= integer_calculator_out;
subpixel_ready <= fraction_ready;

end subpixel_calculator_arch;

Syncdetector (toplevel)
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- This source file contains the top-level description of the syncdetector, how
-- the controller and holedetector should be connected.
--
-- Title      : syncdetector_chip.
--
-- Libraries  : std_logic_1164
--            : numeric_std



--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- Purpose    : To describe the top-level of the syncdetector device.
--
-- Details    :
--
-- Limitation : The generics in the code are somewhat dependent. This means a change
--            : effects the implementation in a small degree. The effects are however
--            : limited and easy to check and correct.
--
-- Note       :
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--

library ieee;

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

entity syncdetector_chip is
generic(

ADRESS_SIZE : integer := 8;
DATA_SIZE : integer := 8;
PIXEL_SIZE : integer := 8

);

port(
clk : in std_logic; -- Master clock.
reset : in std_logic; -- Master reset, active low.

-- Bus signals.
wr, rd : in std_logic; -- These signals are active low.
adress : in unsigned(ADRESS_SIZE-1 downto 0);
data : inout unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

-- Camera and holedetection signals.
start_seek : in std_logic; -- Tells when to start integrate pixels.
line_int : in std_logic; -- Line interrupt.
pixel_strobe : in std_logic; -- Pixelsync from camera.
pixel_value : in unsigned(PIXEL_SIZE-1 downto 0); -- Data from camera.

-- Output signals.
hole : out std_logic -- If a hole has been detected. Also sent via bus.

);
end syncdetector_chip;

architecture syncdetector_chip_arch of syncdetector_chip is

----- Constant Declarations -----

-- Businterface constants --
constant BUS_ADRESS_SIZE : integer := 2; -- Size of active adressbits.
constant ADRESS_MASK : unsigned(ADRESS_SIZE-1 downto 0) := "001010--";

-- Holedetection constants --
constant MEANVALUE_SIZE : integer := 15; -- This is the ackumulator size.

constant NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE : integer := 3;
constant NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_INIT : integer := 5;

constant SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE : integer := 3;
constant SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_INIT : integer := 2;

constant LINES_LOCKED_SIZE : integer := 3;
constant LINES_LOCKED_INIT : integer := 7;

-- These three constants have the same width as the pixeldata.



constant TRESHOLD_POSITION_INIT : integer := 210;
constant TRESHOLD_HOLE_INIT : integer := 245;
constant SENSITIVITY_INIT : integer := 32;

constant SUBPIXEL_FRACTION_SIZE : integer := 5;

----- Component Declarations -----

-- Businterface component --
component bus_interface

generic(
ADRESS_SIZE : integer;
DATA_SIZE : integer;

MEANVALUE_SIZE : integer;

NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE : integer;
NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_INIT : integer;

TRESHOLD_POSITION_INIT : integer;
TRESHOLD_HOLE_INIT : integer;
SENSITIVITY_INIT : integer;

SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE : integer;
SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_INIT : integer;

LINES_LOCKED_SIZE : integer;
LINES_LOCKED_INIT : integer

);

port(
clk : std_logic; -- Master clock.
areset : std_logic; -- Master reset, active high.

-- Bus signals.
cs : in std_logic; -- Chipselect.
rd, wr : in std_logic; -- Read/Write from processor.
adress : in unsigned(adress_size-1 downto 0);
data : inout unsigned(data_size-1 downto 0);

-- Controlbits.
enable_holedetector : out std_logic; -- Enable the holedetector.
software_reset : out std_logic; -- Reset the holedetector component.

-- Holedetection settingparameters.
number_of_sampels : out unsigned(NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE-1 downto 0);
threshold_position, threshold_hole : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
sensitivity : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
sampels_sensitive : out unsigned(SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE-1 downto 0);
lines_locked : out unsigned(LINES_LOCKED_SIZE-1 downto 0);

-- Holedetector outputvalues.
meanvalue : in unsigned(MEANVALUE_SIZE-1 downto 0);
subpixel_value : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
hole : in std_logic

);
end component;

-- Holedetector component --
component hole_detector

generic(
DATA_SIZE : integer;
MEANVALUE_SIZE : integer;
NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE : integer;
SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE : integer;
LINES_LOCKED_SIZE : integer;
SUBPIXEL_FRACTION_SIZE : integer

);

port(



clk : in std_logic; -- Master clock.

areset : in std_logic; -- Async reset.
sreset : in std_logic; -- Master reset, active high.
enable : in std_logic; -- Enable device.
start_seek : in std_logic; -- Indikates where to start integrating pixels.
line_int : in std_logic; -- Line interrupt.

-- Camera signals.
pixel_clk : in std_logic; -- Pixel strobe.
pixel : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

-- Detection control signals.
number_of_sampels : in unsigned(NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE-1 downto 0);
threshold_hole : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
threshold_position : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
sensitivity : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
sampels_sensitive : in unsigned(SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE-1 downto 0);
lines_locked : in unsigned(LINES_LOCKED_SIZE-1 downto 0);

-- Output signals.
meanvalue : out unsigned(MEANVALUE_SIZE-1 downto 0);
hole : out std_logic;
subpixel_value : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0)

);
end component;

----- Signal Declarations -----

signal cs : std_logic;

-- Holedetector controlsignals.
signal enable_holedetector, invert_strobe, software_reset, reset_active_high :

std_logic;

-- Holedetector detection signals.
signal number_of_sampels : unsigned(NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE-1 downto 0);
signal threshold_hole : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
signal threshold_position : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
signal sensitivity : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
signal sampels_sensitive : unsigned(SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE-1 downto 0);
signal lines_locked : unsigned(LINES_LOCKED_SIZE-1 downto 0);

-- Output signals from holedetector.
signal meanvalue : unsigned(MEANVALUE_SIZE-1 downto 0);
signal holedetector_out : std_logic;
signal subpixel_value : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

----- Achitecture body definition -----

begin

-- Reset if reset-pin is activated, active low.
reset_active_high <= not reset;

-- Make the adressdecoding.
cs <= '1' when (adress >= "00101000") and (adress < "00101100") else '0';

hole <= holedetector_out;

-- Connect the businterface.
bus_and_control_device:
bus_interface

generic map(
ADRESS_SIZE => BUS_ADRESS_SIZE,
DATA_SIZE => DATA_SIZE,
MEANVALUE_SIZE => MEANVALUE_SIZE,
NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE => NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE,
NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_INIT => NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_INIT,
TRESHOLD_POSITION_INIT => TRESHOLD_POSITION_INIT,
TRESHOLD_HOLE_INIT => TRESHOLD_HOLE_INIT,



SENSITIVITY_INIT => SENSITIVITY_INIT,
SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE => SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE,
SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_INIT => SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_INIT,
LINES_LOCKED_SIZE => LINES_LOCKED_SIZE,
LINES_LOCKED_INIT => LINES_LOCKED_INIT)

port map(
clk => clk,
areset => reset_active_high,
cs => cs, wr => wr, rd => rd,
adress => adress(BUS_ADRESS_SIZE-1 downto 0),
data => data,
enable_holedetector => enable_holedetector,
software_reset => software_reset,
number_of_sampels => number_of_sampels,
threshold_position => threshold_position,
threshold_hole => threshold_hole,
sensitivity => sensitivity,
sampels_sensitive => sampels_sensitive,
lines_locked => lines_locked,
meanvalue => meanvalue,
subpixel_value => subpixel_value,
hole => holedetector_out);

-- Connect the holedectector.
hole_detection_device:
hole_detector

generic map(
DATA_SIZE => PIXEL_SIZE,
MEANVALUE_SIZE => MEANVALUE_SIZE,
NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE => NUMBER_OF_SAMPELS_SIZE,
SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE => SAMPELS_SENSITIVE_SIZE,
LINES_LOCKED_SIZE => LINES_LOCKED_SIZE,
SUBPIXEL_FRACTION_SIZE => SUBPIXEL_FRACTION_SIZE)

port map(
clk => clk,
areset => reset_active_high,
sreset => software_reset,
enable => enable_holedetector,
start_seek => start_seek,
line_int => line_int,
pixel_clk => pixel_strobe,
pixel => pixel_value,
number_of_sampels => number_of_sampels,
threshold_hole => threshold_hole,
threshold_position => threshold_position,
sensitivity => sensitivity,
sampels_sensitive => sampels_sensitive,
lines_locked => lines_locked,
meanvalue => meanvalue,
hole => holedetector_out,
subpixel_value => subpixel_value);

end syncdetector_chip_arch;

Thresholdchecker
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- Contains the thresholdchecker.
--
-- Title      : thresholdchecker
--
-- Libraries  : ieee.std_logic_1164
--            : ieee.numeric_std
--            : basic_components.registers
--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.



--
-- Purpose    : Checks if a threshold is exceeded or not.
--
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
library ieee;
library basic_components;

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

use basic_components.registers.all;

entity threshold_checker is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer := 8);

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
sreset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
threshold : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
input : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
above_threshold : out std_logic);

end threshold_checker;

architecture threshold_checker_arch of threshold_checker is
signal threshold_checker_out : std_logic;

begin
threshold_checker_out <= '1' when (threshold <= input) else '0';

hold_output:
dff port map(clk, areset, sreset, enable, threshold_checker_out, above_threshold);

end threshold_checker_arch;

Arithmetics package
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- Standard arithmetic components.
--
-- Title      : arithmetic_package
--
-- Libraries  : ieee.std_logic_1164
--            : ieee.numeric_std
--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

package arithmetic is
-- Calculates the two-complement of the input.
component two_complement

generic(
DATA_SIZE : integer);

port(



input : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end component;

-- Calculates the mean between the two inputs.
component mean_2

generic(
DATA_SIZE : integer);

port(
a, b : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
mean : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end component;
end package;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

entity two_complement is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer);

port(
input : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end two_complement;

architecture two_complement_arch of two_complement is
begin

output <= (not input) + 1;
end two_complement_arch;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

entity mean_2 is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer);

port(
a, b : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
mean : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end mean_2;

architecture mean_2_arch of mean_2 is
signal sum : unsigned(DATA_SIZE downto 0);

begin
sum <= ('0' & a) + ('0' & b);

-- Ignore last bit, i.e. shift with one.
mean <= sum(sum'high downto sum'low+1);

end mean_2_arch;

Counters package
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- All different counters used in the system.
--
-- Title      : counters_package
--
-- Libraries  : ieee.std_logic_1164
--            : ieee.numeric_std



--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

package counters is
-- Your standard counter.
component counter

generic(
DATA_SIZE : integer;
ASYNC_START_VALUE : integer := 0;
SYNC_START_VALUE : integer := 0);

port(
clk, areset, sreset, enable : in std_logic;
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end component;

-- Specialiced counter, has a feature of being able to reset
-- to the maximum counter value, i.e. all '1'.
component preset_counter

generic(
DATA_SIZE : integer;
ASYNC_START_VALUE : integer := 0;
SYNC_START_VALUE : integer := 0);

port(
clk, areset, sreset, preset_reset, enable : in std_logic;
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end component;
end package;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

entity counter is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer;
ASYNC_START_VALUE : integer := 0;
SYNC_START_VALUE : integer := 0);

port(
clk, areset, sreset, enable : in std_logic;
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end counter;

architecture counter_arch of counter is
signal value : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

begin
output <= value;

process(clk, areset)
begin

if areset = '1' then
value <= TO_UNSIGNED(ASYNC_START_VALUE, DATA_SIZE);

elsif rising_edge(clk) then
if sreset = '1' then

value <= TO_UNSIGNED(SYNC_START_VALUE, DATA_SIZE);
elsif enable = '1' then

value <= value + 1;
end if;

end if;
end process;



end counter_arch;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

entity preset_counter is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer;
ASYNC_START_VALUE : integer := 0;
SYNC_START_VALUE : integer := 0);

port(
clk, areset, sreset, preset_reset, enable : in std_logic;
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end preset_counter;

architecture preset_counter_arch of preset_counter is
signal value : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

begin
output <= value;

process(clk, areset)
begin

if areset = '1' then
value <= TO_UNSIGNED(ASYNC_START_VALUE, DATA_SIZE);

elsif rising_edge(clk) then
if preset_reset = '1' then

value <= (others => '1');
elsif sreset = '1' then

value <= TO_UNSIGNED(SYNC_START_VALUE, DATA_SIZE);
elsif enable = '1' then

value <= value + 1;
end if;

end if;
end process;

end preset_counter_arch;

Misc package
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- Contains misc. components.
--
-- Title      : misc_package
--
-- Libraries  : ieee.std_logic_1164
--            : ieee.numeric_std
--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

package misc is
-- Detects a positive flank on a signal.
component rise_detect

port(



clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
input : in std_logic;
output : out std_logic);

end component;

-- Detects a negative flank on a signal.
component fall_detect

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
input : in std_logic;
output : out std_logic);

end component;

-- Detects a flank on a signal.
component flank_detect

port(
clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
input : in std_logic;
output : out std_logic);

end component;

-- Tristate buffer.
component tristate_buffer

generic(
DATA_SIZE : integer := 8);

port(
input : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
enable : in std_logic;
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end component;

-- General busdecoder.
component decoder

generic(
DATA_SIZE : integer := 3);

port(
input : in UNSIGNED(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
enable : in std_logic;
output : out UNSIGNED((2**DATA_SIZE)-1 downto 0));

end component;
end package;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

entity rise_detect is
port(

clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
input : in std_logic;
output : out std_logic);

end rise_detect;

architecture rise_detect_arch of rise_detect is
signal d : std_logic;

begin
output <= (not d) and input;

process(clk, areset)
begin

if areset = '1' then
d <= '0';

elsif rising_edge(clk) then



if enable = '1' then
d <= input;

end if;
end if;

end process;
end rise_detect_arch;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

entity fall_detect is
port(

clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
input : in std_logic;
output : out std_logic);

end fall_detect;

architecture fall_detect_arch of fall_detect is
signal d : std_logic;

begin
output <= d and (not input);

process(clk, areset)
begin

if areset = '1' then
d <= '0';

elsif rising_edge(clk) then
if enable = '1' then

d <= input;
end if;

end if;
end process;

end fall_detect_arch;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

entity flank_detect is
port(

clk : in std_logic;
areset : in std_logic;
enable : in std_logic;
input : in std_logic;
output : out std_logic);

end flank_detect;

architecture flank_detect_arch of flank_detect is
signal d : std_logic;

begin
output <= d xor input;

process(clk, areset)
begin

if areset = '1' then
d <= '0';

elsif rising_edge(clk) then
if enable = '1' then

d <= input;
end if;

end if;
end process;

end flank_detect_arch;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;



use ieee.numeric_std.all;

entity tristate_buffer is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer := 8);
port(

input : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
enable : in std_logic;
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end tristate_buffer;

architecture tristate_buffer_arch of tristate_buffer is
begin

with enable select
output <=

input when '0',
(others => 'Z') when others;

end tristate_buffer_arch;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

entity decoder is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer);
port(

input : in UNSIGNED(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
enable : in std_logic;
output : out UNSIGNED((2**DATA_SIZE)-1 downto 0));

end decoder;

architecture decoder_arch of decoder is
begin

process(input, enable)
begin

output <= (others => '0') ;

if enable = '1' then
for i in output'HIGH downto output'LOW loop

if (TO_INTEGER(input) = i) then
output(i) <= '1' ;

end if;
end loop;

end if;
end process;

end decoder_arch;

Registers package
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- Contains registers and flip-flops.
--
-- Title      : registers_package
--
-- Libraries  : ieee.std_logic_1164
--            : ieee.numeric_std
--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------



--
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

package registers is
component dff

port(
clk, areset, sreset, enable, d : in std_logic;
q : out std_logic);

end component;

component tff
port(

clk, areset, sreset, enable, t : in std_logic;
q : out std_logic);

end component;

component reg
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer;
PRESET_VALUE : integer := 0);

port(
clk, areset, sreset, enable : in std_logic;
input : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end component;

component shift_reg
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer;
PRESET_VALUE : integer := 0);

port(
clk, areset, sreset, enable : in std_logic;
input : in std_logic;
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
cout : out std_logic);

end component;

component shift_reg_loadable
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer);
port(

clk, areset, sreset, enable, load : in std_logic;
input : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end component;
end package;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

entity dff is
port(

clk, areset, sreset, enable, d : in std_logic;
q : out std_logic);

end dff;

architecture dff_arch of dff is
begin

process(clk, areset)
begin

if areset = '1' then
q <= '0';

elsif rising_edge(clk) then
if sreset = '1' then

q <= '0';
elsif enable = '1' then

q <= d;



end if;
end if;

end process;
end dff_arch;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

entity tff is
port(

clk, areset, sreset, enable, t : in std_logic;
q : out std_logic);

end tff;

architecture tff_arch of tff is
signal q_int : std_logic;

begin
q <= q_int;

process(clk, areset)
begin

if areset = '1' then
q_int <= '0';

elsif rising_edge(clk) then
if sreset = '1' then

q_int <= '0';
elsif enable = '1' then

if t = '1' then
q_int <= not q_int;

end if;
end if;

end if;
end process;

end tff_arch;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

entity reg is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer;
PRESET_VALUE : integer := 0);

port(
clk, areset, sreset, enable : in std_logic;
input : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end reg;

architecture reg_arch of reg is
signal register_value : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

begin
output <= register_value;

process(clk, areset)
begin

if areset = '1' then
register_value <= TO_UNSIGNED(PRESET_VALUE, DATA_SIZE);

elsif clk = '1' and clk'EVENT then
if sreset = '1' then

register_value <= TO_UNSIGNED(PRESET_VALUE, DATA_SIZE);
elsif enable = '1' then

register_value <= input;
end if;

end if;
end process;

end reg_arch;



library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

entity shift_reg is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer;
PRESET_VALUE : integer := 0);

port(
clk, areset, sreset, enable : in std_logic;
input : in std_logic;
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
cout : out std_logic);

end shift_reg;

architecture shift_reg_arch of shift_reg is
signal value : unsigned(DATA_SIZE downto 0);

begin
output <= value(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
cout <= value(DATA_SIZE);

process(clk, areset)
begin

if areset = '1' then
value <= TO_UNSIGNED(PRESET_VALUE, DATA_SIZE+1);

elsif RISING_EDGE(clk) then
if sreset = '1' then

value <= TO_UNSIGNED(PRESET_VALUE, DATA_SIZE+1);
elsif enable = '1' then

value <= value sll 1;
value(0) <= input;

end if;
end if;

end process;
end shift_reg_arch;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

entity shift_reg_loadable is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer);

port(
clk, areset, sreset, enable, load : in std_logic;
input : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end shift_reg_loadable;

architecture shift_reg_loadable_arch of shift_reg_loadable is
signal value : unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);

begin
output <= value;

process(clk, areset)
begin

if areset = '1' then
value <= (others => '0');

elsif RISING_EDGE(clk) then
if sreset = '1' then

value <= (others => '0');
elsif enable = '1' then

if load = '1' then
value <= input;

else
value <= value sll 1;



end if;
end if;

end if;
end process;

end shift_reg_loadable_arch;

Selection package
-- $Id:
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- Copyright (C) 1999, IV Image Systems AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
-- All rights reserved.
--
-- Contains misc selection components.
--
-- Title      : selection_package
--
-- Libraries  : ieee.std_logic_1164
--            : ieee.numeric_std
--
-- Developer  : Magnus Rosenius, XMR, Image Systems.
--
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Version    : 0.1
-- Date       : 991216
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;
package selection is

-- Ordinary two-input mux.
component mux_2 is

generic(
DATA_SIZE : integer);

port(
input1, input2 : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
sel : in std_logic;
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end component;

-- Swaps two signals.
component swap_2 is

generic(
DATA_SIZE : integer);

port(
input1, input2 : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
swap : std_logic;
output1, output2 : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end component;
end package;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

entity mux_2 is
generic(

DATA_SIZE : integer);
port(

input1, input2 : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
sel : in std_logic;
output : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end mux_2;

architecture mux_2_arch of mux_2 is
begin

with sel select



output <=
input1 when '0',
input2 when others;

end mux_2_arch;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

entity swap_2 is
generic (

DATA_SIZE : integer);
port(

input1, input2 : in unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0);
swap : std_logic;
output1, output2 : out unsigned(DATA_SIZE-1 downto 0));

end swap_2;

architecture swap_2_arch of swap_2 is
begin

with swap select
output1 <=

input1 when '0',
input2 when others;

with swap select
output2 <=

input2 when '0',
input1 when others;

end swap_2_arch;





Appendix B: Constraint file
This file is used to assign pins to signals and to specify timing constraints.

##############################################
#      UCF FILE FOR HOLEDETECTOR v1.0        #
##############################################
#
# The "#" symbol is a comment character.
#
#              TIMING SPECIFICATIONS
#
# Timing specifications can be applied to the entire device (global) or to
# specific groups in your design (called "time groups'). The time groups are
# declared in two basic ways.
#
# Method 1: Based on a net name, where 'my_net' is a net that touches all the
#           logic to be grouped in to 'logic_grp'. Example:
#NET my_net TNM_NET = logic_grp ;

NET adress<0> TNM_NET = adress_bus ;
NET adress<1> TNM_NET = adress_bus ;
NET adress<2> TNM_NET = adress_bus ;
NET adress<3> TNM_NET = adress_bus ;
NET adress<4> TNM_NET = adress_bus ;
NET adress<5> TNM_NET = adress_bus ;
NET adress<6> TNM_NET = adress_bus ;
NET adress<7> TNM_NET = adress_bus ;

NET data<0> TNM_NET = data_bus ;
NET data<1> TNM_NET = data_bus ;
NET data<2> TNM_NET = data_bus ;
NET data<3> TNM_NET = data_bus ;
NET data<4> TNM_NET = data_bus ;
NET data<5> TNM_NET = data_bus ;
NET data<6> TNM_NET = data_bus ;
NET data<7> TNM_NET = data_bus ;

NET pixel_value<0> TNM_NET = pixel_data;
NET pixel_value<1> TNM_NET = pixel_data;
NET pixel_value<2> TNM_NET = pixel_data;
NET pixel_value<3> TNM_NET = pixel_data;
NET pixel_value<4> TNM_NET = pixel_data;
NET pixel_value<5> TNM_NET = pixel_data;
NET pixel_value<6> TNM_NET = pixel_data;
NET pixel_value<7> TNM_NET = pixel_data;

#
############################################################
# Internal to the device clock speed specifications - Tsys #
############################################################
#
# data      _________      /^^^^^\       _________   out
# ----------| D   Q |-----{ LOGIC } -----| D   Q |------
#           |       |      \vvvvv/       |       |
#        ---|> CLK  |                 ---|> CLK  |
# clock  |  ---------                 |  ---------
# ------------------------------------
#
# ---------------
# Single Clock
# ---------------
#
# ----------------
# PERIOD TIME-SPEC
# ----------------
# The PERIOD spec. covers all timing paths that start or end at a
# register, latch, or synchronous RAM which are clocked by the reference
# net (excluding pad destinations).  Also covered is the setup
# requirement of the synchronous element relative to other elements
# (ex. flip flops, pads, etc...).
# NOTE:  The default unit for time is nanoseconds.
#
#NET clock PERIOD = 50ns ;



#
#
# ---------------
# Multiple Clocks
# ---------------
# Requires a combination of the 'Period' and 'FROM:TO' type time specifications
#NET clock1 TNM_NET = clk1_grp ;
#NET clock2 TNM_NET = clk2_grp ;
#
#TIMESPEC TS_clk1 = PERIOD : clk1_grp : 50 ;
#TIMESPEC TS_clk2 = PERIOD : clk2_grp : 30 ;
#TIMESPEC TS_ck1_2_ck2 = FROM : clk1_grp : TO : clk2_grp : 50 ;
#TIMESPEC TS_ck2_2_ck1 = FROM : clk2_grp : TO : clk1_grp : 30 ;
#

NET clk TNM_NET = clk_grp;
NET pixel_strobe TNM_NET = pixel_clk_grp;

TIMESPEC TS_clk = PERIOD : clk_grp : 40 ;
TIMESPEC TS_pixel_clk = PERIOD : pixel_clk_grp : 25 ;

#
############################################################
# CLOCK TO OUT specifications - Tco                        #
############################################################
#
# from      _________      /^^^^^\       --------\
# ----------| D   Q |-----{ LOGIC } -----| Pad    >
# PLD       |       |      \vvvvv/       --------/
#        ---|> CLK  |
# clock  |  ---------
# --------
#
# ----------------
# OFFSET TIME-SPEC
# ----------------
# To automatically include clock buffer/routing delay in your
# clock-to-out timing specifications, use OFFSET constraints .
# For an output where the maximum clock-to-out (Tco) is 25 ns:
#
#NET out_net_name OFFSET = OUT 25 AFTER clock_net_name ;
#
#      -OR-
#
# ------------------
# FROM:TO TIME-SPECs
# ------------------
#TIMESPEC TSF2P  = FROM : FFS   : TO : PADS  : 25 ns;
# Note that FROM: FFS : TO: PADS constraints start the delay analysis
# at the flip flop itself, and not the clock input pin.  The recommended
# method to create a clock-to-out constraint is to use an OFFSET constraint.
#
#
############################################################
# Pad to Flip-Flop speed specifications - Tsu              #
############################################################
#
# ------\         /^^^^^\       _________   into PLD
# |pad   >-------{ LOGIC } -----| D   Q |------
# ------/         \vvvvv/       |       |
#                            ---|> CLK  |
# clock                      |  ---------
# ----------------------------
#
# ----------------
# OFFSET TIME-SPEC
# ----------------
# To automatically account for clock delay in your input setup timing
# specifications, use OFFSET constraints.
# For an input where the maximum setup time is 25 ns:
#NET in_net_name OFFSET = IN 25 BEFORE clock_net_name ;
#
#      -OR-
#
# ------------------
# FROM:TO TIME-SPECs
# ------------------



#TIMESPEC TSP2F  = FROM : PADS  : TO : FFS   : 25 ns;
# Note that FROM: PADS : TO: FFS constraints do not take into account any
# delay for the clock path.  The recommended method to create an input
# setup time constraint is to use an OFFSET constraint.
#
#
############################################################
# Pad to Pad speed specifications - Tpd                    #
############################################################
#
# ------\         /^^^^^\       -------\
# |pad   >-------{ LOGIC } -----| pad   >
# ------/         \vvvvv/       -------/
#
# ------------------
# FROM:TO TIME-SPECs
# ------------------
#TIMESPEC TSP2P  = FROM : PADS  : TO : PADS  : 125 ns;
#
#
############################################################
# Other timing specifications                              #
############################################################
#
# -------------
# TIMING IGNORE
# -------------
# If you can ignore timing of paths, use Timing Ignore (TIG). NOTE: The
# "*" character is a wild card, which can be used for bus names.  A "?"
# character can be used to wild-card one character.
# Ignore timing of net reset_n:
#NET : reset_n : TIG ;
#
# Ignore data_reg(7:0) net in instance mux_mem:
#NET : mux_mem/data_reg* : TIG ;
#
# Ignore data_reg(7:0) net in instance mux_mem as related to a TIMESPEC
# named TS01 only:
#NET : mux_mem/data_reg* : TIG = TS01 ;
#
# Ignore data1_sig and data2_sig nets:
#NET : data?_sig : TIG ;

# These signals are not timecritical and may be ignored.
NET reset : TIG ;

NET rd : TIG ;
NET wr  : TIG ;

NET adress<0> : TIG ;
NET adress<1> : TIG ;
NET adress<2> : TIG ;
NET adress<3> : TIG ;
NET adress<4> : TIG ;
NET adress<5> : TIG ;
NET adress<6> : TIG ;
NET adress<7> : TIG ;

NET data<0> : TIG ;
NET data<1> : TIG ;
NET data<2> : TIG ;
NET data<3> : TIG ;
NET data<4> : TIG ;
NET data<5> : TIG ;
NET data<6> : TIG ;
NET data<7> : TIG ;

#
# ---------------
# PATH EXCEPTIONS
# ---------------
# If your design has outputs that can be slower than others, you can
# create specific timespecs similar to this example for output nets
# named out_data(7:0) and irq_n:
#TIMEGRP slow_outs = PADS(out_data* : irq_n) ;
#TIMEGRP fast_outs = PADS : EXCEPT : slow_outs ;
#TIMESPEC TS08 = FROM : FFS : TO : fast_outs : 22 ;



#TIMESPEC TS09 = FROM : FFS : TO : slow_outs : 75 ;
#
# If you have multi-cycle FF to FF paths, you can create a time group
# using either the TIMEGRP or TNM statements.
#
# WARNING:  Many VHDL/Verilog synthesizers do not predictably name flip
# flop Q output nets.  Most synthesizers do assign predictable instance
# names to flip flops, however.
#
# TIMEGRP example:
#TIMEGRP slowffs = FFS(inst_path/ff_q_output_net1* :
#inst_path/ff_q_output_net2*);
#
# TNM attached to instance example:
#INST inst_path/ff_instance_name1_reg* TNM = slowffs ;
#INST inst_path/ff_instance_name2_reg* TNM = slowffs ;
#
# If a FF clock-enable is used on all flip flops of a multi-cycle path,
# you can attach TNM to the clock enable net.  NOTE:  TNM attached to a
# net "forward traces" to any FF, LATCH, RAM, or PAD attached to the
# net.
#NET ff_clock_enable_net TNM = slowffs ;
#
# Example of using "slowffs" timegroup, in a FROM:TO timespec, with
# either of the three timegroup methods shown above:
#TIMESPEC TS10 = FROM : slowffs : TO : FFS : 100 ;
#
# Constrain the skew or delay associate with a net.
#NET any_net_name MAXSKEW = 7 ;
#NET any_net_name MAXDELAY = 20 ns;
#
#
# Constraint priority in your .ucf file is as follows:
#
#    highest 1.  Timing Ignore (TIG)
#            2.  FROM : THRU : TO specs
#            3.  FROM : TO specs
#    lowest  4.  PERIOD specs
#
# See the on-line "Library Reference Guide" document for
# additional timespec features and more information.
#
#
############################################################
#
#
#         LOCATION and ATTRIBUTE SPECIFICATIONS            #
#
#
############################################################
# Pin and CLB location locking constraints                 #
############################################################
#
# -----------------------
# Assign an IO pin number
# -----------------------
#INST io_buf_instance_name  LOC = P110 ;
#NET io_net_name  LOC = P111 ;

NET reset LOC = P82;

NET rd LOC = P9;
NET wr LOC = P10;

NET clk LOC = P13;

NET adress<0> LOC = P83 ;
NET adress<1> LOC = P84 ;
NET adress<2> LOC = P3 ;
NET adress<3> LOC = P4 ;
NET adress<4> LOC = P5 ;
NET adress<5> LOC = P6 ;
NET adress<6> LOC = P7 ;
NET adress<7> LOC = P8 ;

NET data<0> LOC = P18 ;
NET data<1> LOC = P19 ;



NET data<2> LOC = P20 ;
NET data<3> LOC = P23 ;
NET data<4> LOC = P24 ;
NET data<5> LOC = P25 ;
NET data<6> LOC = P26 ;
NET data<7> LOC = P27 ;

NET pixel_strobe LOC = P35;
NET pixel_value<0> LOC = P40;
NET pixel_value<1> LOC = P44;
NET pixel_value<2> LOC = P45;
NET pixel_value<3> LOC = P46;
NET pixel_value<4> LOC = P47;
NET pixel_value<5> LOC = P48;
NET pixel_value<6> LOC = P49;
NET pixel_value<7> LOC = P50;

NET start_seek LOC = P38;
NET line_int LOC = P39;

NET hole LOC = P51;

#
# -----------------------
# Assign a signal to a range of I/O pins
# -----------------------
#NET "signal_name" LOC=P32, P33, P34;
#
# -----------------------
# Place a logic element(called a BEL) in a specific CLB location.
# BEL = FF, LUT, RAM, etc...
# -----------------------
#INST instance_path/BEL_inst_name  LOC = CLB_R17C36 ;
#
# -----------------------
# Place CLB in rectangular area from CLB R1C1 to CLB R5C7
# -----------------------
#INST /U1/U2/reg<0> LOC=clb_r1c1:clb_r5c7;
#
# -----------------------
# Place hierarchical logic block in rectangular area from CLB R1C1 to CLB R5C7
# -----------------------
#INST /U1* LOC=clb_r1c1:clb_r5c7;
#
# -----------------------
# Prohibit IO pin P26 or CLBR5C3 from being used:
# -----------------------
#CONFIG PROHIBIT = P26 ;
#CONFIG PROHIBIT = CLB_R5C3 ;
# Config Prohibit is very important for forcing the software to not use critical
# configuration pins like INIT or DOUT on the FPGA.  The Mode pins and JTAG
# Pins require a special pad so they will not be available to this constraint
#
# -----------------------
# Assign an OBUF to be FAST or SLOW:
# -----------------------
#INST obuf_instance_name FAST ;
#INST obuf_instance_name SLOW ;
#
# -----------------------
# FPGAs only:  IOB input Flip-flop delay specification
# -----------------------
# Declare an IOB input FF delay (default = MAXDELAY).
# NOTE:  MEDDELAY/NODELAY can be attached to a CLB FF that is pushed
# into an IOB by the "map -pr i" option.
#INST input_ff_instance_name MEDDELAY ;
#INST input_ff_instance_name NODELAY ;
#
# -----------------------
# Assign Global Clock Buffers Lower Left Right Side
# -----------------------
# INST gbuf1 LOC=SSW
#
# #





Appendix C: Samples from film
This appendix contains sample diagrams from films scanned by the scanner. Only the active area is
shown.

Diagrams
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Tables
Negative edge (value = mean over 200 sampels)

Dark, low Dark, med Dark, high Trans, low Trans, med Trans, high
Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff
247 0 255 0 255 0 218 0 255 0 255 0
247 0 255 0 255 0 218 0 255 0 255 0
246 1 255 0 255 0 218 0 255 0 255 0
246 0 255 0 255 0 218 0 255 0 255 0
246 0 255 0 255 0 218 0 255 0 255 0
246 0 255 0 255 0 218 0 255 0 255 0
246 0 255 0 255 0 217 1 255 0 255 0
245 1 255 0 254 1 216 1 247 8 255 0
245 0 255 0 213 41 206 10 152 95 255 0
244 1 255 0 146 67 144 62 97 55 255 0
240 4 255 0 114 32 85 59 86 11 237 18
224 16 255 0 100 14 75 10 103 17 146 91
154 70 255 0 92 8 86 11 153 50 142 4
86 68 255 0 85 7 119 33 193 40 201 59
64 22 249 6 82 3 156 37 215 22 254 53
59 5 146 103 80 2 176 20 223 8 255 1
56 3 95 51 78 2 184 8 228 5 255 0
54 2 80 15 77 1 187 3 234 6 255 0
53 1 73 7 77 0 189 2 236 2 255 0
53 0 68 5 76 1 191 2 236 0 255 0
52 1 65 3 76 0 193 2 237 1 255 0
52 0 63 2 76 0 194 1 241 4 255 0
52 0 62 1 75 1 194 0 244 3 255 0
52 0 61 1 75 0 194 0 244 0 255 0
51 1 61 0 74 1 194 0 243 1 255 0
52 1 60 1 74 0 194 0 243 0 255 0

Positive edge (value = mean over 200 sampels)
Dark, low Dark, med Dark, high Trans, low Trans, med Trans, high

Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff
53 0 64 1 80 3 193 0 242 0 255 0
54 1 65 1 81 1 193 0 243 1 255 0
55 1 66 1 82 1 192 1 244 1 255 0
55 0 67 1 83 1 193 1 245 1 255 0
56 1 69 2 85 2 194 1 245 0 255 0
56 0 71 2 86 1 194 0 245 0 255 0
57 1 73 2 88 2 193 1 245 0 255 0
57 0 73 0 91 3 192 1 243 2 255 0
58 1 75 2 95 4 191 1 241 2 255 0
60 2 76 1 99 4 190 1 240 1 255 0
62 2 79 3 101 2 187 3 240 0 255 0
63 1 85 6 103 2 182 5 232 8 255 0
69 6 88 3 106 3 160 22 186 46 254 1
93 24 94 6 110 4 112 48 117 69 254 0

158 65 121 27 119 9 94 18 129 12 209 45
221 63 207 86 129 10 137 43 212 83 196 13
238 17 253 46 137 8 201 64 254 42 254 58
241 3 255 2 154 17 216 15 255 1 255 1
241 0 255 0 227 73 218 2 255 0 255 0
242 1 255 0 255 28 218 0 255 0 255 0
243 1 255 0 255 0 218 0 255 0 255 0



244 1 255 0 255 0 219 1 255 0 255 0
246 2 255 0 255 0 219 0 255 0 255 0
247 1 255 0 255 0 219 0 255 0 255 0
248 1 255 0 255 0 219 0 255 0 255 0
248 0 255 0 255 0 219 0 255 0 255 0

Transparent film, low exposure, five different frames. Shows that the edge looks the same
between frames.

Transparent #1 Transparent #2 Transparent #3 Transparent #4 Transparent #5
Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff
218 1 218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0
218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0
218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0
218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0
218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0
218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0
218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0
218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0
218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0
218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0 218 0
218 0 217 1 217 1 217 1 217 1
217 1 217 0 216 1 217 0 217 0
216 1 217 0 210 6 215 2 214 3
206 10 211 6 163 47 197 18 198 16
144 62 168 43 93 70 120 77 131 67
85 59 94 74 75 18 81 39 84 47
75 10 75 19 78 3 75 6 75 9
86 11 80 5 100 22 89 14 91 16

119 33 107 27 140 40 128 39 132 41
156 37 148 41 164 24 162 34 163 31
176 20 174 26 175 11 177 15 178 15
184 8 184 10 182 7 184 7 183 5
187 3 187 3 186 4 190 6 184 1
189 2 189 2 189 3 192 2 181 3
191 2 189 0 192 3 193 1 182 1
193 2 190 1 192 0 193 0 187 5
194 1 191 1 193 1 192 1 189 2
194 0 193 2 194 1 191 1 187 2
194 0 194 1 194 0 190 1 189 2
194 0 194 0 195 1 191 1 191 2
194 0 195 1 196 1 192 1 192 1

Transparent film, medium exposure, five different frames. Shows that the edge looks the same
between frames.

Transparent #1 Transparent #2 Transparent #3 Transparent #4 Transparent #5
Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0



255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
254 1 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
252 2 254 1 255 0 255 0 253 2
168 84 224 30 254 1 253 2 146 107
109 59 127 97 235 19 251 2 99 47
98 11 98 29 132 103 159 92 108 9

119 21 109 11 98 34 101 58 153 45
183 64 160 51 105 7 103 2 210 57
237 54 222 62 152 47 141 38 242 32
251 14 246 24 212 60 193 52 250 8
253 2 251 5 240 28 225 32 252 2
253 0 253 2 248 8 239 14 253 1
254 1 254 1 252 4 246 7 254 1
254 0 254 0 253 1 252 6 254 0
255 1 255 1 254 1 254 2 254 0
255 0 255 0 254 0 254 0 254 0
254 1 253 2 254 0 254 0 255 1
254 0 254 1 254 0 254 0 255 0
254 0 254 0 254 0 254 0 254 1
254 0 254 0 254 0 254 0 255 1
254 0 254 0 254 0 254 0 254 1

Transparent film, high exposure, five different frames. Shows that the edge looks the same
between frames.

Transarent #1 Transarent #2 Transarent #3 Transarent #4 Transarent #5
Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff Value Diff
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 215 40 254 1 247 8 180 75
237 18 140 75 156 98 154 93 136 44
146 91 147 7 137 19 133 21 151 15
142 4 207 60 173 36 164 31 230 79
201 59 252 45 248 75 239 75 254 24
254 53 255 3 255 7 254 15 255 1
255 1 255 0 255 0 254 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 1 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0 255 0
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På svenska

Detta dokument hålls tillgängligt på Internet – eller dess framtida ersättare –
under en längre tid från publiceringsdatum under förutsättning att inga extra-
ordinära omständigheter uppstår.

Tillgång till dokumentet innebär tillstånd för var och en att läsa, ladda ner,
skriva ut enstaka kopior för enskilt bruk och att använda det oförändrat för
ickekommersiell forskning och för undervisning. Överföring av upphovsrätten
vid en senare tidpunkt kan inte upphäva detta tillstånd. All annan användning av
dokumentet kräver upphovsmannens medgivande. För att garantera äktheten,
säkerheten och tillgängligheten finns det lösningar av teknisk och administrativ
art.

Upphovsmannens ideella rätt innefattar rätt att bli nämnd som upphovsman i
den omfattning som god sed kräver vid användning av dokumentet på ovan
beskrivna sätt samt skydd mot att dokumentet ändras eller presenteras i sådan
form eller i sådant sammanhang som är kränkande för upphovsmannens litterära
eller konstnärliga anseende eller egenart.
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